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Blast replay
of new movie
NEW YORK (AP) — In a virtual replay of scenes from the
new movie "Money Train," two
men squeezed a flammable liquid into a subway token booth
and ignited it, blowing it up and
critically burning the clerk.
"We know from experience
that when you get movie and
television depictions of criminal
activity, it is often copycatted,"
Transit Authority President
Alan Kiepper said after the
explosion Sunday.
The early morning blast in
Brooklyn's Bedford-Stuyvesant
section shook apartments a
block away, splintered the bulletproof booth and sent
50-year-old clerk Harry Kaufman screaming up the station
stairs in flames.
"Somebody blew up my
booth. ... Please help me,"
police officer Teresa Cohen
said the man told her as he ran
into her arms with only bits of
underwear still clinging to his
shredded skin.

Agency to
bring data
to the public
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
super-secret U.S. intelligence
agency whose satellites have
kept watch over the earth's surface since 1960 is stepping in
front of the camera to tell its
story.
Critics say the agency — the
National Reconnaissance
Office — merely wants to justify
its existence now that the Cold
War is over. But the agency
says it's taking advantage of its
newly declassified status to discuss with the American public
the many ways its data can be
used.

WEATHER
Tonight...Becoming partly
cloudy. Low in the mid 30s.
Northwest wind 15 to 25 mph.
Tuesday...Partly sunny.
High around 40.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY....354.4,-0.1/49r
354.4,unc/50'
BARKLEY.
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Clinton to make case for Bosnia
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton will tell Americans
tonight that U.S. troops should be
sent to Bosnia because we now
have a choice between war and
peace," his spokesman said
today.
"What the president will do
tonight is remind the American
people of the extraordinary loss
of life — over a quarter of a million dead, 2 million refugees,
some of the worst atrocities
we've seen since the Holocaust,"
White House press secretary
Mike McCurry told CBS.
"The president will argue
we've got interests in Europe.

That's why we shed our blood
there in two great world wars.
And now for the sake of peace,
we must help preserve that peace
and honor the commitments we
have," McCurry added.
"The president will say, very
simply, we now have a choice
between war and peace."
"The United States has learned
the dangers of what happens
when we turn our back on Europe," White House National Security Adviser Anthony Lake said
Sunday, urging support for the
participation of 20,000 U.S.
ground troops in a 60,000-member NATO peacekeeping force.
Clinton addresses the nation
tonight in an effort to convince a

Calloway man
killed in Sunday
traffic accident
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Calloway County man was
killed Sunday when he stepped in
front of a car on Highway 94
about eight miles east of Murray.
Robert Glen Morrison, 56, Rt.
3, was pronounced dead upon
arrival at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital around 1:45
p.m. from multiple internal injuries received in the accident,
Deputy Coroner Matt Gibbons
said.
According to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department,
Morrison was struck as he was
attempting to extinguish a pile of
burning hay that had been
dumped in his yard.
Sheriff's Deputy Joe Lawrence
said Daniel Travis, 21, and Susan
Williamson, 32, both of Graves
County, were traveling east on
Highway 94 driving home from a
day at Land Between the Lakes.

Lawrence said Williamson
"flicked" a cigarette out of the
passenger side of the pickup
truck they were driving which
ignited a pile of hay that was in
the back of the truck at the time.
"When (Travis and Williamson) noticed the fire in the back,
they pulled off the road in front
of Mr. Morrison's home and
dumped the hay out of the truck,"
Lawrence said. "Mr. Travis was
in the process of moving his vehicle away from the fire when Mr.
Morrison came to help,"
Lawrence said.
According to reports, Morrison
was attempting to extinguish the
blaze when he stepped in front of
a car driven by Gean Bryan, 50,
Memphis, as she was traveling
from Cadiz to Murray.
"The smoke from the fire was
so thick across the road that Mrs.
Bryan (driving west on 94) never
saw him," Lawrence said.

skeptical public and hostile Congress that the accord initialed in
Dayton, Ohio, last week can't
succeed without an active U.S.
role in keeping the peace.
Lake, Defense Secretary William Perry and Assistant Secretary of State Richard Holbrooke,
the chief U.S. negotiator at Dayton, appeared on the Sunday
news programs to lay the groundwork for the president's speech.
"American values and interests are at stake," Perry said on
CBS' "Face the Nation." He
said the United States must stop
the bloodshed that has taken
250,000 lives in the 31/2 -year
war, live up to its obligations to
NATO and stop the war from
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Source: Gingrich
will say no to
presidential bid
By A.J. HOSTETLER
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — After
months of flirting with a presidential run, House Speaker Newt
Gingrich planned to announce
today that he would not be a candidate for the 1996 GOP nomination, Republican sources said.
The Georgia Republican called
a late morning news conference
at his House district office in the
Atlanta suburb of Marietta. "I
assume that he'll announce that
he's not running," spokesman
Allan Lipseu said.
In Washington, two Republican
sources confirmed that Gingrich
had told them he would issue a
definitive statement about not
joining the 1996 field. One of the
sources spoke with Gingrich Sunday night; the second this morning. Both spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Gingrich, 52, said last week he
was leaning toward not running,
but that he wanted to discuss the
matter with his family one last
time over Thanksgiving. In the
past, he had said his wife, Marianne, would have final sway
over any decision.
Gingrich's statement comes
three weeks after retired Gen.
Colin Powell announced he
would not be a candidate for
president in 1996. With both on
the sidelines, most Republicans
believe a field headed by Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole is set

mittee, John McCain of Arizona
spreading to neighboring
and John Warner of Virginia, said
countries.
they were ready to listen to
"American leadership is essenClinton.
tial to prevent a blood bath and
more human tragedy," HolWarner said Bosnia was not a
brooke said on NBC's "Meet the "vital" national interest worth
risking American lives, but sugPress."
gested
that Congress might
The administration argument
faces a hard sell in the approve the mission with some
Republican-controlled Congress. limiting conditions.
Presidential contender Sen. Phil
McCain noted that Congress
Gramm, R-Texas, said on ABC's
hadn't repudiated a president on
"This Week With David Brinkmilitary matters since it cut off
ley" that the Dayton accord was funding for the bombing of Cam"an unworkable agreement, and
bodia in 1974 and added, "I
I'm not going to feel better about wouldn't count out the ability of
adding American names to the the president of the United States
casualty list."
to sway public opinion."
But two key Republicans on
the Senate Armed Services Corn- • See Page 2

In the first round of the NCAA I-AA playoffs Saturday at Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University fell to Northern Iowa 3534 in a game that went down to the
final minute. The game was decided
when UNI blocked an extra point
attempt on the Racers final possession
With the loss, Murray State finished the
season with an 11-1 record. Story and
photos in sports.

NEWT GINGRICH
heading into next year's early
primaries, although some GOP
activists unhappy with the field
do not rule out a late candidacy
next year if Dole stumbles.
Urged on by supporters who
believe he is the best man to lead
the Republican resurgence, Gingrich has flirted for months with
the idea of running for president,
saying at times that he might run,
then at others that he would not,
always leaving himself a little
wiggle room to reconsider.
But after Powell's announcement the speaker made it clear it
was most unlikely he would run,
and his most trusted political
advisers were against the idea,
because of his heavy responsibilities in the House and also
because of the giant political
hurdles.
MI see Pogo 2

Physician assistants fill void
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Patients needing medical care
these days may be a little confused by the professionals they
find in the doctor's office.
In addition to the doctor, they
may find nurses, nurse practioners, physician assistants and
Laboratory technicians.
According to Marsha Adams,
who is a physician assistant with
Primary Care Medical Center in
Murray, the nurse practioner and
physician assistant fields began
about the time of the Korean
War.
"The American Medical Association wanted to provide further
training to those who were
returning and were too qualified
to serve as orderlies," Adams

said. "Duke University had the
first -physician assistant
program."
A physician assistant is a
trained professional who is
skilled in performing physical
exams, taking medical histories,
formulating a diagnosis and
implementing a treatment plan.
"We perform as an extension
of a physician," Adams said. "My
job is set up to serve in the outpatient clinic and basically I go
where I am needed the most. It is
a really versatile job and that is
what is so great."
Although all physician assistants are certified in priipary
care, Adams primarily worki in
pediatrics with Dr. Joyce Hughes.
"I love the field of pediatrics
because I love the children,"

Adams said. "They are so easy to
take care of. The whole thing is
what is best for that child."
While a nurse practioner must
have a four-year degree and two
years of training, a physician
assistant must have a minimum
of two to three years of premedical undergraduate experience
and prior medical experience.
"There are maybe 30 physician
assistants in western Kentucky,"
Adams said. "There is a bigger
concentration in Louisville and
Lexington. Being a physician
assistant gives you a good solid
basis if you want to go on to
become a physician."
However, Adams said she is
content being a physician

SI See Page 2
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Murray woman stable
following accident
By JIM MAHANES
Statf Writer
The Murray Fire Department
had to use the Jaws of Life Sunday to extract a Murray woman
from her car at the intersection of
Highway 94 and Johnny Robertson Road, west of Murray.
According to Calloway County
Sheriffs Deputy Joe Lawrence,
Janie Nance, 42, was northbound
on Johnny Robertson Road about
12:50 p.m.
"Witnesses told me that she
did stop at the stop sign at the
intersection. But as she proceeded through the intersection,
she apparently failed to see a car
that was traveling west on Highway 94.
"The oncoming vehicle struck
(Nance's) vehicle causing it to
flip," Lawrence said. "It came to

rest halfway on the road and half
in a ditch.
Lawrence said the roof of
Nance's vehicle was crushed in
the accident, which trapped her
inside. Fire personnel were
forced to cut Nance from the vehicle using the Jaws of Life.
The other vehicle was driven
by Matthew Perry, 18, Rt. 5,
Murray. Perry was not injured in
the accident. •
Nance was transported to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital around 1:15 p.m. with head
injuries and was later transferred
to Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah around 4:15 p.m., said
MCCH spokesperson Kathy
Hodge.
According to a Western Baptist
spokesperson, Nance is in the
intensive care unit in stable
condition.

'This Little Piggy Went to Market,
This Little Piggy Stayed Home,
This Little Piggy...'
HOLD OW
Remember the Last Little Pig
that Wee-Weed All the Way Home?
HIS EXCITEMENT WAS CAUSED BY
OUR LOW PRICES!
Charhe Adams - Pharmacist

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

•Bosnia...
FROM PAGE 1
Perry outlined other details of
the proposed NATO-U.S. mission, saying it would take four to
six months to carry out the task
of enforcing a zone of separation
between warring factions, securing the cease-fire and removing
weapons from the front lines. The
administration has pledged to
withdraw American ground forces from Bosnia after a year.
Perry said the agreement initialled by the presidents of Bosnia, Serbia and Croatia bars
imports of major weapons for six
months. If that fails to achieve
more of a balance between Bos-

FROM PAGE 1
Earlier this month — before
the government shutdown — 56
percent in a USA Today-CNNGallup poll said they had an
unfavorable impression of Gingrich, more than twice the number who viewed him favorably.
First elected to the House from
Georgia in 1978 after two unsuccessful campaigns, Gingrich was
widely viewed as little more than
an articulate gadfly with a
penchant for publicity when he
filed an ethics complaint against
House Speaker Jim Wright of
Texas in 1988.
But that complaint touched off
an investigation that eventually
forced Wright to resign. And it
propelled Gingrich to a two-vote
victory when house Republicans
selected a new whip in 1989 to
replace Dick Cheney after his
appointment as secretary of
defense.
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Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
753-0045
Mon.-Fri.
urray, Ky.
10 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Holbrooke and Perry also
stressed that the Dayton accord
will not be altered, despite protests by Bosnian Serbs in Sarajevo angered by provisions that
turn over their sector to the
Muslim-Croat federation. Bosnian Serb President Radovan
Karadzic said Sunday in an interview with the British Broadcasting Corp. that "a new solution
for Sarajevo must be found" and
that in the meantime, Serbs

would not withdraw their troops.
"I expect there is going to be
some protests, some bargaining to
try to get an improved agreement
between now and the time of the
final signing," Perry said. "But I
do not believe that will be successful. We are going to hold
firm on the agreement."
Lake said he expected the parties to meet in Paris in midDecember for the formal signing
of the treaty. He said U.S. troops
could be in Bosnia within a few
days after that.
Holbrooke also stressed that
two Bosnian Serb leaders who
have been charged with war

crimes, President Radovan Karadzic and army commander Ratko Mladic, would be arrested if
they appear in Paris for the
signing.
"They won't be in Paris. They
are indicted war criminals," he
said. "If they set foot in Paris, or
for that matter in any European
or American country, they will be
arrested."
Karadzic, however, told BBC
he would attend anyway, and he
warned that NATO troops would
be attacked if they tried to arrest
him or other Bosnian Serbs under
indictment.

•Gingrich.. III Void...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Bar-B-0 Rbs, Pond Raised Catfish $
Filets, Fred Chicken, Hickory
Smoked Ham,Food Bar, Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar, Drink.

nian Muslim and Serb forces, the
United States is prepared to help
arm and train the Muslims, he
said.
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completed school as her husband,
Dr. Michael Adams, started his
second year of medical school.
"It seemed like a wonderful
alternative for me," she said. "I
felt like I wanted the best of both
worlds."
Michael Adams is a physician
at Primary Care Medical Center.
"We have worked together in
the past," Adams said. "We
looked at a lot of places before
deciding to move to Murray. We
probably had 10 to 15 offers."
Adams, who has been with
Primary Care Medical Center
since October 1994, works three
days a week, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. That allows her to spend
time with her two sons, Taft, 8,
and Grant, 5.
Since she has been out of
school, Adams said she has
noticed that the field has
changed.
"When I first got out of school,
there was a lot of defensive medicine," she said. "Over the last
two to three years, there has been
more emphasis on preventive
medicine and the delivery of
cost-effective health care."
Currently, the University of
Kentucky is the only higher education institution in the state with

a physician assistant program.
Adams said she thinks there is
a shortage of physician assistants
in the state. In order to meet that
shortage, she said there are plans
for a program in western
Kentucky.
"I know both Murray State
University and Paducah Community College are interested,"
she said. "It is hard to recruit
physicians to western Kentucky
because it is very rural."
Although Adams plans to stay
in pediatrics, she plans to expand
her professional role and become
more involved on the state and
national levels.
"I serve on several boards in
the state," she said. "On the
national level, work is done on
funding levels and regulations."
In recognition of her work in
the field, Adams recently
received the 1995 Kentucky
Physician Assistant Award of the
Year from the Kentucky
Academy of Physician Assistants,
of which she is the president.
"I really didn't expect the
award," Adams said. "People are
nominated and voted on by the
membership. I was really
pleased."

1001 WhItnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
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FROM PAGE 1 ,
assistant.
"I like having a supervising
physician I can turn to for a second opinion," Adams said. "I
have a lot of freedom to make my
own decisions. A physician assistant can handle about 80 percent
of the cases with the other more
complicated cases going to the
physician.
"That's the way we function in
Joyce's office," she said. "You'll
see more physician extenders to
handle patient loads in the future.
It makes more sense money-wise.
Across the nation, there are about
seven jobs for every physician
assistant and now half of the
applicants are females."
Adams served as a medical
laborary technician for a number
of years before becoming a physician assistant.
"I felt I wanted more involvement with patient care," she said.
"I thought about going to medical
school to become a doctor."
Instead, Adams decided to
become a physician assistant and
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Injured man walks six miles
SUMPTER, Ore. (AP) — The
words cycled through Doug
Simonson's head: "I've got to
keep going. I've got to keep
going."
He heard them as he crawled
through the window of his mangled pickup truck, which had
careened down a hill and crashed.
He struggled — with a broken
neck — for six miles down a logging road in the remote mountains of northeastern Oregon to
get help.
Doctors said that the 64-yearold Simonson never should have
survived the injury, which was
similar to the one that paralyzed
actor Christopher Reeve.
But as he sloshed through a
creek and climbed over fallen
trees blocking his path, Simonson
just kept thinking about his wife
and grandchildren.
Barely able to move his head,
feeling the broken ends of his

cracked collarbone scraping
together beneath his skin, he
remembered an uncle who died
alone on a mountain road. No one
knew what killed him.
"There was no way that was
going to happen to me. I knew
what I had to do," Simonson
recalled this week.
He came to a highway. There
was a car coming. He straddled
the center line to make it stop. He
had made it.
Simonson must wear a supportive vest and steel halo to immobilize his neck for a couple more
months. But he suffered no permanent damage from the Halloween accident.
While Simonson doesn't subscribe to any particular theology,
he is a religious man. His faith
offers his only explanation for his
survival: "God has got to have a
plan for me somewhere down the
road."
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Toyota to announce location

Murray ladro a Tiros (LOPS 301-7001

TOKYO(AP) — Toyota Motor
Corp. officials say they will soon
announce where they plan to
build a major new auto plant, but
refused to confirm news reports
that it would be in southern
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1996 FORD F-150 XLT
-Standard Driver's Air Bag
-Air Conditioning
•AM/FM Stereo Cassette/Clock
-Tinted Glass
-Power Locks & Windows
-Speed control/Tilt Steering
-Light/Convenience Group
-Cast Aluminum Wheels
-Bright Electric Mirrors
-P235/75R X15

Monthly Lease Payment (24 mos.) 198.16
Refundable Security Deposit

*200.00

rib" cash
Down Payment scoo.ocg cusmsr

81,850.00

Se6O

Total Cash Due at Lease Inception '2,248.16
Total Amount of Monthly Payments '4,755.84

A Red Carpet Lease Makes Sense
-Ford Auto
—24-hour
—Custom
—24-hour

Club Membership
roadside assistance
travel planning
toll-free Assistance

1
obr

*See your dealer for a copy of this limited warranty.-Lease payment is based on capitalized cost of 816,689 on 1998F-150 XLT. Lessee may
hrve the option but is not obligated to purchase the vehicle at lease end at a price to be negotiated with the dealer at lease signing. Lessee is
responsible for excess wear and tear and $0.11 per mile charge for mileage over 30,000. Leese subject to credit approval and insurability as
determined by Ford Credit. Lease payment excludes Dile, taxes and license fees. For special lease terms, you must take new vehicle retail
delivery from dealer stock by 12/4/95. tTotal cash due at lease inception includes security deposit, first morith's lease payment. Leas*
payments of 8227.58 Will include the Kentucky tax, license and property tax.

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

"See Us Before You Buy Or Lease.

Murray, Ky.

Morning 10:00 a.m.
Evening 7:30 p.m.
Thursday-Saturday: Each Evening 7 p.m.

KENTUCKY
COUNTY MAPS
IN STATE BOOK

Saturday, Dec. 2:

LJ

4
14:

(502) 753-5273

EVERYONE WELCOME!

New Providence
Church of Christ
Hwy.893,4 mi.S.of 121 -9 mi.S.E.of Murray

A book containing aU of Kentucky's
120 county maps is available. Printed on
large size 16:22 inch double spread
pages, each county has a separate map.

Speaker: Norman Mathis

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

fleeting
'Nov. 30, Dec. 1 &

-3 year/36,000 mile bumper-to-bumper
warranty'
'Pay only for what you use — just two
year's worth.

Indiana.
The new truck plant is widely
expected to be built somewhere
near Evansville, Ind. The newspaper Chunichi Shimbun has
reported that Toyota President
Hiroshi Okuda will hold a news
conference in Evansville on
Thursday to announce the project.
Toyota officials in Japan, however, said today the report was
premature.
Spokeswoman Mai Ikezoi said
the company "has yet to decide
on which site it will build a
fourth North American plant.
Discussions are still underway."
A spokesman for Indiana Gov.
Evan Bayh also said a deal had
not been reached.
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The book contains 136 valuable pages.
The Blue Grass State's 69.000 miles of
roads are shown in detail. Towns, cities
and villages are indexed and located,
and there is much additional Information.
To order Kentucky County Map book,
send $14.85 (price includes delivery).
VISA and MasterCard accepted.
Make checks payable to
County Maps
521 Puets Place
Lyndon Station, WI 53944
ISOM 6664331

Other states available: AR, IN, MI, NC.
OH, PA, TN, SC and WV.
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Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Burley sales reported
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Kentucky burley growers sold
20.1 million pounds of leaf Wednesday for over $37.1 million, an
average of $184.34 per hundredweight, according to the FederalState Market News Service.
Horse Cave growers received
$185.77 per hundredweight of
their leaf, the highest average
price of the day among the 21

markets reporting sales Wednesday. Horse Cave sales totalled
1,164,388 pounds for $2,163,103.
The lowest price came from
Harrodsburg, which reported a
$183.25 average per hundredweight on 656,725 pounds of
leaf.
Kentucky's total for Wednesday was 20,141,849 pounds selling for $37,128,487.

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

753-0489

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up

Burley pounds, averages listed

Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Preliminary sales by pounds with the
total price and average price per hundred pounds for Wednesday in
the 27 Kentucky burley markets, according to the Federal-State Market News Service:
Site
Bloomfield
Bowling Green
Carrollton
Cynthiana
Danville
Glasgow
Greensburg
Harrodsburg
Hopkinsville
Horse Cave
Lebanon
Lexington
London
Louisville
Mayfield
Maysville
Morehead
Mt. Sterling
Owensboro
Paducah
Paris
Richmond
Russellville
Shelbyville
Somerset
Springfield
Winchester

New Zealand cattle rancher Justin Guy discusses Polled Herefords with
Agriculture Commissioner Ed Logsdon during the North American international Livestock Exposition. Guy said he was "checking the U.S. cattle
Industry and looking for embryos" to import into New Zealand. Guy was
enthusiastic about help he had received from the Agriculture Department's
International Room, set up to assist foreign visitors with all kinds of travel
and agricultural needs.

Exports of hops increasing
WASHINGTON (AP) Exports of hops, the main ingredient for beer, climbed 29 percent
this year, according to the Agriculture Department.
Sales have increased by 45
percent since the 1989-1990 year,
the department said. This year
hops sales hit a record $126.4
million.
Brazil became the largest
importer of U.S. hops, purchasing
more than $21 million worth.

USDA said Brazil's per capita
beer consumption has been
increasing as its economy has
improved and could grow by
double-digit percentages over the
next few years.
Hops exports to Colombia
increased fivefold, from $2 million to $10 million, but sales to
Mexico dropped slightly as the
value of the peso plummeted.
Other major markets for U.S.
hopes were Canada and Germany.
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TOTAL KY
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-47
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Lbs. Sold
551,752
651,091
1,253,853
1,375,350
1,252,054
645,664
522,737
656,725
561,164
1,164,388
no report
2,742,189
no sale
285,469
no sale
1,742,534
674,966
724,082
1,199,262
no sale
547,110
560,883
597,363
1,250,437
no sale
1,182,776
no sale

Price

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 am.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
753-2380

UPS

Avg.

1,016,600
1,203,548
2,309,466
2,527,674
2,305,571
1,192,265
964,799
1,203,476
1,033,633
2,163,103

184.25
184.85
184.19
183.78
184.14
184.66
184.57
183.25
184.19
185.77

5,040,258

183.80

526,152

184.31

3,223,938
1,243,871
1,333,092
2,212,677

185.01
184.29
184.11
184.50

1,004,921
1,031,958
1,101,179
2,305,413

183.68
183.99
184.34
184.37

2,184,873

184.72

20,141,849
37,128,487
184.34
incomplete
figures

OPEN
Humphries Tobacco
Company
Receiving Air Cured &
Darkfired Tobacco.

SALE on Air Cured Tobacco.
Dec. 5, 12 & 19.
Located in Murray!
330 Rail Road Av.
(Beside Suburban Gas)

753-5709
MD
•M•
MINIAI
III IIIMO
gIN

Owned & Operated by David Vowel!

Tr

Still Waiting to Get Your
Hail Damage Fixed?

Vent-Free Gas Logs
and TEMCO Fireplaces
'Easily installed in nearly
all factory-built and masonry
wood-burning fireplaces.
*Money-saving supplemental heat
*Beautiful, realistic glowing logs
and embers
No mess No soot No ashes
*Available in natural or LP
'Three control settings provide the
look and heat you want.
*99.9% efficient

MO BODY CONCEPTS
-"ww111111MillWral
"
"Auto Hail Damage Specialists"

TEMCO

0. WE CAN GET YOU RIGHT IN!!!

FIREPLACE PRODUCTS
Your Exclusive
Local Dealer...

With our unique method of PAINTLESS
DENT REPAIR we can repair your hail
damaged car or truck in

A Unique
Gift Alternative

1 OR 2 DAYS
Not 1 or 2 Weeks!

Ceiling Fans
Make A Wonderful Gift
For Any Home
HOLESALE

*Lifelime Warranties
*Large Selection
*Choice of Colors and Styles
*Very Practical
'Always The Right Size!

fr * No Bondo * No Repaint * Save Money
Come & See Why. Almost 400 Murray
Residents Know the Truth

A Christmas
Gift Certificate

We have more auto hail damage repair
experience than anyone in the area!!

100's of Movies
To Choose From.

753-5050
12th & Glendale • Murray

.4441
1 AA
.1.0.....••••••

LECTRIC

SUPPLY
206 E. Main St. • 753-8194

10 Movie Rentals
$990

•
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Ledger &Times Narrow vote means landmark
WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Group promotes holiday event

•

Dear Editor:
As we have done for the past few years,Concerns of Police Survivors
is again promoting "Project Blue Light" during the holiday season.
Put blue lights in your windows,on your Christmas tree,and use blue
candles in holiday decorations to show support for those officers who
have given the ultimate sacrifice and for those officers who continue to
work the streets in an oftentimes, ungrateful environment.
Law enforcement officers serve and protect each and every day,
minute, and second of the year.
Pam Barker
Concerns of Police Survivors
Camdendon, MO

Life House thanks community
Dear Editor:
This is the time to be thankful and we at Life House are very thankful
for the community support at our annual banquet. Christians of this
community have responded again in the support of the sanctity of human
life.
We want to thank Terry Benton and her magnificent staff of workers
at the MSU student center for the wonderful meal. Way to go, Terry.
We will take the information that Carrol Everrtt gave us in her speech
and accept the challenge she left us with to expose the lies of abortion.
We also are thankful for the change that God has made in her life and we
urge everyone to continue to pray for her daughter that she may come to
Jesus Christ.
We want to thank all those people who decorated the ballroom so
beautifully and stayed late in taking it all down. We hope you were
blessed for all that you did.
Thanks goes out to everyone who made the Life House annual
banquet such a success. We are already looking forward to next year and
how God is blessing this community through Life House in caring for
women in a crisis pregnancy. Thank you again.
Dean Ross
Chairman of the board

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
'so. 11 — The Times-Picayune, New Orleans, on public
tek•ision:
A business deal between the Public Broadcasting Service and
Reader's Digest Association Inc. is encouraging evidence that public television is trying to wean itself from dependence on federal
money.

PBS will join with the publisher of Reader's Digest to develop
TV shows that focus on children, family, lifestyle, entertainment
and education. Public television's emphasis on that type of programming has long been argument in favor of government support.
Advocates maintain that commercial networks will not devote the
resources needed to produce such quality programming.
But congressional attempts to reduce the federal budget make
cuts for public broadcasting inevitable. The industry has already
taken a hit; the $275 million appropriated by the federal government for 1996 is 13.4 percent less than what it was promised two
years ago.
That cut is a warning of what is to come. PBS, which receives
about $22.5 million in federal money, is showing good sense in
moving actively to find ways to reduce and perhaps eventually end
its dependence on public money.
Reader's Digest, which is investing $75 million over five years
to develop the television programs, expects to get revenue from
sales of home videos and CD-ROMS that will be spun off from the
TV shows.
The partnership with Reader's Digest and other alliances that
PBS has formed with private groups may serve as a blueprint for
public broadcasting as a whole. And the result may be a broaderbased and healthier industry.
Nov. 13 — Reno (Nev.) Gazette-Journal on Hazel O'Leary:
It took another O'Leary to start a major fire. This time around
it's Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary who has been spending tax
dollars to rate press coverage of her department. But every time
you play with matches there's the risk of getting burned and
O'Leary should be consumed by her own mess.
Most people have an opinion of how the media do their jobs. But
what public benefit is there in O'Leary's spending $43,500 of federal funds to determine if she likes what the media are saying about
her or the Energy Department?
No, there is nothing to show for this public expenditure except
for O'Leary's highly inappropriate judgment and paranoia. She
apparently doesn't understand the meaning of public scrutiny at a
time when voters are asking for more fiscal accountability and
Congress is chopping budgets everywhere. Therefore, she shouldn't
be energy secretary at all.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents In welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on out "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
leuers on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or itject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
8c Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

By SHAWN POGATCHNIK
Associated Press Writer
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) — At
the height of Ireland's heated
campaign to legalize divorce, a
poster appeared on lampposts all
over Dublin that squared the
Roman Catholic church in its
sights.
Picturing the Rev. Eamonn
Casey, who resigned as bishop of
Galway after admitting he had a
teen-age son in Connecticut, the
posters advised: "Let the Bishops
look after their own families ...
VOTE YES."
Fifteen years ago, no prominent Irish politician dared advocate divorce in Ireland; to do so
would have meant mean electoral
suicide in a country where 92
percent of citizens are baptized
Catholics. Yet today, every major
party supports the divorcelegalization amendment approved
by boters Friday.
The divorce referendum proved
to be the closest national vote in
Irish history. A recount Saturday
confirmed that only 9,114 "yes"
votes provided the margin of victory for 1.6 million ballots cast.
The landmark outcome underscores the break between a
weakened church and a modernizing state. But it also paints a
portrait of an Ireland more socially and spiritually divided than
ever.
"It's a great result for the
country and extremely significant
— our first real vote for the separation of church and state," said

ANALYSIS
lawmaker Mary Harney, one of
20 women in the 166-seat
Parliament.
"But I wish we had a wider
margin of victory, because this
result underscores how divided
the country is," said Harney,
leader of the Progressive Democratic Party. Since its founding in
1986, the party has campaigned
to remove Catholic dogma from
the law.
That same year, then-Prime
Minister Garret Fitzgerald first
tried to introduce divorce by
referendum — and was trounced
nearly 2 to 1 at the polls.
Fitzgerald wrote in his
memoirs that the constitutional
ban on divorce condemned tens
of thousands of couples to legal
limbo because of their brokendown marriages, and reinforced
Protestant suspicions in Britishruled Northern Ireland that the
Irish didn't take non-Catholics'
civil liberties seriously.
Fitzgerald could not overcome
opposition from the church and
the country's largest and most
tradition-bound party, Fianna
Fail.
This time, Cardinal Cahal Daly
led even stronger criticism of
divorce, and the hierarchy's official spokesman, Bishop Thomas
Flynn, said divorcees should be
refused church sacraments.
Politicians from all parties

made clear they didn't appreciate
the bishops butting in on civic
affairs or making threats. The
minister for social welfare, Proinsias de Rossa, called two bishops
liars. Foreign Minister Dick
Spring said he would discuss
with the Vatican's ambassador
Pope John Paul ll's veiled call
for a "no" vote.
Justice Minister Nora Owen
said priests tried to sway voters
by "going in and out of some
polling booths (and) making
themselves visible, knowing that
their presence may influence
some voters."
Other key changes in Irish life
since 1986 helped swing the
divorce vote from a decisive
"no" to a narrow "yes":
—The President Robinson factor. When voters surprisingly
picked Mary Robinson, a leftwing civil rights lawyer, to
become Ireland's symbolic head
of state in 1990, it signaled the
emergence of politically active
women and a new urbanized, liberal generation. A doubling in
support for Spring's left-of-center
Labor Party followed in 1992.
—Changing sexual mores. The
birth rate has halved since 1974;
in 1992, a referendum upheld Ireland's abortions ban but allowed
women the right to travel abroad
for them; in 1993, the government dropped the criminal code

against homosexuals and made
condoms freely available.
—Support from Fianna Fail. In
1986 the party railed against Fitzgerald's plans in conjunction with
church leaders. In 1995 new leader Bertie Ahern, himself separated from his wife and open
about his new partner, braved
serious internal dissent to urge a
"yes" vote.
But the decline in moral
authority of Irish Catholic leaders
appears paramount. The Bishop
Casey scandal in 1992 was followed by more than a dozen
criminal cases of priests sexually
abusing children and teenagers. It
has opened a floodgate of cynicism toward the church, particularly among younger voters.
Still, every liberal voter —
focused on urban Dublin and
Cork and the market towns of the
east coast — seemingly has a
conservative opposite in the
countryside. There the "no" vote
remained strong, with some farming areas recording not a single
"yes."
"We have a house of public
representatives who cannot claim
to speak for half the electorate,"
said anti-divorce campaigner
Alice Glenn.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Shawn
Pogatchnik, based in Belfast,
has covered Irish affairs for
The Associated Press since
1991.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Nov. 9 — The Intelligencer, Wheeling, W.Va., on the Department of Education:
The U.S. Department of Education was created by President Carter as a favor to teachers unions back in 1980.
The creation of a separate Cabinet-level department was supposed to be a great thing for American public education. The huge
— and entirely superfluous — public affairs staff at the Department
of Education insists that American children would be in peril without a federal education bureaucracy. We have our doubts. Consider
these results of 15 years of expanding federal involvement in
education:
—Since 1980, the average score on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT), the most commonly administered college entrance exam,
has dropped a whopping 80 points.
—Some 47 percent of American adults function at the lowest
levels of literacy.

—In 1980, its first year of operation, the Department of Education had a budget of $14 billion and administered 130 programs. By
1995, the department's budget had skyrocketed to $32 billion, and
the number of programs had ballooned to 240.
In a nutshell, the nation's taxpayers have been forced to spend
well over $200 billion on a department that has overseen a &aline
in educational results while feathering its own bureaucratic nest
with more programs.
Americans are paying a staggering tax bill to support a federal
Department of Education that doesn't educate a single person and
promotes all manner of dumbing-down curriculum schemes.
State and local taxpayers are having to reach ever deeper into
their pockets to provide support for genuine education. It's terrible
that they have been forced to waste so much on phony education in
the form of a worthless Cabinet-level department.

A complicated proposition
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
This business of getting a new
CAPITOL IDEAS
governor can get complicated,
and pricey.
Some of the stuff jumps right
out. This year for the first time, it
cost taxpayers an extra $6 million
Mark R. Chellgren
to get a new governor. That was
An Associated Press News Analysis
the cost of public financing of the
primary and general election
campaigns.
even when they are in plain sight.
Three candidates qualified in mansion to his new home. Steve
For example, Jones' smiling
in
to
PatHenry's
will
be
moved
May for matching funds, and
is on hundreds of state
visage
Paul Patton and Larry Forgy each ton's old place.
around the state. But
walls
office
"With a friendly takeover like
got $1.2 million to help conduct
long.
not
for
it's
not
here,
through
going
their general election campaigns. we're
"There's several hundred porbig deal. With a hostile takeovIt might be argued that the a
of the governor that are
traits
er," Beauchamp, a veteran of
actual cost to many in Kentucky
changed around," said Gary
gubernatorial transitions, finished
was much less on the campaign
Robinson, a photography supervihis sentence with a chuckle.
score because contribution limits
for the state.
sor
There is no way to really put a
to candidates were cut from cost on the changeover. The state
A single color 8x10 portrait
$4,000 to $500. But taxpayers budget has $200,000 set aside for
costs about $6.75. The price can
didn't have any say at all in who transition expenses. About half of fall to $1.95 each if large numgot the public financing.
bers are ordered. Black and white
that will be used for the inaugural
There are dozens of hidden
prints, which usually come 5x7,
festivities on Dec. 12. The other
costs that come with putting a
start
at $2.15 for one and fall to a
will
be
half of the inaugural costs
new governor into office.
buck each in bulk.
raised privately. The other half of
And the governor is not the
Late on the afternoon of Dec. the transition budget will be used
only
one on the wall. Many
putting
of
11, for example, the locks will be to pay the costs
cabinet secretaries have their own
changed on the doors in the gov- together a new administration.
photos staring down at the public.
There are hidden costs, though,
ernor's suite of offices on the
first floor of the Capitol.
"It takes a guy about five
minutes to change one," said
Clark Beauchamp, commissioner
of the Department of Facilities
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
Management.
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
Private phone lines are
U.S. REP, ED WHITFIELD
changed; the desk and furniture
202-225-3115 (Washington)
favored by Brereton Jones will be
US. SEN. WENDELL FORD
removed from Room 100 of the
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
Capitol and replaced with that
202-2244343 (Washington)
chosen by Patton. Jones' personal
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
effects will be taken out and
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
returned to his Airdrie Stud horse
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Wa:atington)
farm in Midway. Patton's will be
Whitehouse Comment Line
moved across the Kentucky River
1.202-456-1111
from the lieutenant governor's

Attention Washington!

• •'"

There are other places Jones is
to be excised. The official 1995
state highway map has to be disposed of. Stationery has to be
ordered for every Paul, Steve and
Henry with a new title.
The Economic Development
Cabinet has to make up some
new copies of "Think Kentucky," its primary brochure for corporate prospects. Donna Moloney, spokeswoman for the
cabinet, said a change was in the
offing anyway.
"Plus, I only have 25 left,"
she said.
For a century, state government has gotten used to the quadrennial passage from one administration to another.
But some paranoia runs deep,
and not everyone in state government is so open about the whole
matter.
The Transportation Cabinet
demanded a written request
before it would provide the cost
of new signs to replace Jones'
narne with Patton's on the welcom placards along the highways into Kentucky.
Some of the costs of transition
are generated by the old governor. Jones is embarking on a bus
tour of the state this week to
thank people for his four years
and to let them thank him.
And the Jones administration is
compiling a list of its accomplishments, a tradition begun by
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., who
never thought he got enough credit for what he had done as governor. Some things don't change
with administrations.
Mark .R. Cheligren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Nativity Scene at Coles Camp Ground
The annual Live Nativity Scene at Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church will be on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 1 and 2. The
hours will be from 6 to 9 p.m. instead of times listed previously.
Refreshments will be served in the church fellowship hall. This
annual event features various scenes and live animals. Other churches assist in this presentation. The public is invited to attend.

Ministers will meet for prayer
All community ministers are invited by Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association to meet for a time of prayer on Tuesday,
Nov. 28, at 8 a.m. in Room 309, third floor, Weaks Community
Center. A primary focus will be to pray for the spiritual needs of the
community. For more information, call the Rev. Kerry L. Lambert at
753-6565.

Singles (SOS) plans activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Nov. 28,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Handy Man Tips" will
be the theme of the program. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Marlene, 753-2350 or Janice, 474-8774.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure, pulse, and cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at all of its stops during the month of November. Also
available is a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. On Wednesday the express will be at Murray Courtsquare from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday's stop will be at Dees Bank of
Hazel from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. Friday the express will be at Kirksey
Post Office.

CCHS Committee will meet
Restructuring Committee of Site-based Decision Making Council
of Calloway County High School will meet Tuesday, Nov. 28, at
6:30 a.m. in Room 400 at the school. This is open to the public.

Bridge play planned- at Oaks
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
Nov. 29, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Hostess will be Mabel
Rogers, phone 753-2665.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse McKinney

Anniversary reception
will be held Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse McKinney will be honored for their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 3.
The event will be held in the Annex of Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours
of 2 to 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinney were married Dec. 1, 1945, at Corinth,
Miss.
Mrs. McKinney, the former Neva Ferguson Osbron, is the daughter
of the late Lynn Ferguson and Lucy Steele Ferguson of New Concord.
Mr. McKinney is the son of late C.J. and Mae McKinney of
Murray.
One daughter, Mrs. Barbra Osbron Norsworthy, is deceased.
They have two grandsons, James M. Norsworthy and wife, Shannon, and Jeffrey L. Norsworthy and wife, Melissa, all of Hazel. Their
two great-grandchildren are Brandi and Jesse.

Hart presents recital

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, Nov. 28, at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Joretta Randolph at 753-5561,
or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100. Shared Care,
Adult Day Care will sit with Alzheimer victims while caregivers
attend this meeting, but persons should call Susan Plunkett LPN at
762-0576.

CCHS of 1976 plans meeting
Calloway County High School Class of 1976 will meet Thursday,
Nov. 30, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. This will be to plan for the 20-year
class reunion in 1996. Any one interested in helping with this event
is urged to attend. For information call Sandy Culp, 759-1934, or
Kathy Ligon, 753-5466.

Haley Hart, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Hart, presented
her piano graduation recital on
Sunday, Nov. 13.
She is a fourth grade student at
Murray Middle School and is a
student of Mrs. Marlin (Karen)
Greer.
Hart's recital marked the completion of the first phase of the
Suzuki piano approach, and her
readiness to progress to the more
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A Calloway County Local Emergency Planning Committee
(LEPC) Workship will be Tuesday, Nov. 28, from 6 to 10 p.m. at
Commonwealth Room, third floor, Curris Center, Murray State University. Bob Carrico, Area I DES Coordinator, will be in charge.
The workshop will pertain to the responsibilities of the LEPC. Peggy
Billington, chairperson, said anyone who is interested in local
emergency planning may attend.

The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled a run on Tuesday, Nov. 28.
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile
librarian, will have stops at Dexter, Lola Jones, Anne Bonner and
Arlene Adams on Tuesday.

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of
Retired Persons will meet Tuesday, Nov. 28, at noon at Holiday Inn.
Bill Boyd will discuss his cooking hobby and his travels. President
Robert Hendon urges all members and interested persons to attend
and to note the change of meeting place.

Story Hours are scheduled 4
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 28 and 29, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. "Let's Pretend" will be
the theme. A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed for
children, age 2 accompanied by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m., and Story
Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For more information call the
library at 753-2288.

4-H banquet will be Tuesday
The annual 4-H Achievement Banquet of Calloway County will be
Tuesday, Nov. 28, at 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of Calloway County
High School. Champions in many events throughout the year will
receive recognition. The program will also include the 1996 Mr. and
Miss 4-H Contest. Ticket reservations for the banquet have been
sold out; however, all interested individuals are welcome to come
for the awards program. 4-H is an organization of University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service. The Calloway County 4-H
Council receives funding from United Way.

Haley Hart

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S.

12th St.

753-4461
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—Muscle and Fitness
August 1994

Carol Ann Whipple, M.S.
Certified Massage Therapist
7he perfect g$ for the person who ,has everything...including stress"
489-2335
Evening and Weekend Hours Available
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Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives
other savings plans. The initial guar
an teed rate* for amounts over $3,000
is.

5.75go

can

be locked in
for one year.

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premiurn Deferred Annuity plans.
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-6050
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Life Insurance Society
Horne OfHai Omaha, Nebraska
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753-4141

3 BEDROOMS, LIVING
ROOM & HALL. WHOLE

HOUSE
Date: Ends Dec. 2nd, 1995

DO IT ALL
FOR...

EXPRESS

SIGNS

Monsanto Trustmark
He!.hi of Fashion

Billboards - Banners - Vinyl Lettering
Screen Printing - Caps - 1-Shirts - Jackets

HAW ADVERI7SING SPECI4L1ES SHOWROOM

BUSINESS PRINTING
Business Cards - Letterheads - Envelopes
Rubber Stamps - Labels - Invitations

$6991"
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6x4 Pad Included

3x10 Hall

615 S 1201 St.
753-1905 Southskie
Center
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Sul:islet to present stock We
have what we adverbs°
Sales tax and
installation is not
included No coupons or
other promotions
accepted

We couldn't make our carpet any
more attractive. So we made it
more attractively priced.

WEARDATEff CARPET:1

$383
Builds Weekly

IT'S ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW.
I
Huge Stock of Ares Rugs

Evary Tuesday
0VEMIII9 7pm

Hwy. 641
8 mi. N. of Paris

Cards startling
at $5.00

K of C Hall, Squire Hata Road
Plays 12
Oames
-- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY -Featunng nightly specials at SI per card or $2 for throe Special carry or 7• +
Refreshments, candy and FREE popcorn Norma

6

SALE!

BONUS BALL
Today, massage has become more accepted as a holistic
means for healthy people to relieve emotional stress, to relax
and to enjoy the universal human need for touch.

Memorial Baptist Church Eva Wall
Mission Group/1.30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church*ft
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Fvenircl
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mother's Day
Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Social Security representative/10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Moose Club officers meeting/7
p.m., regular meeting/8 p.m.
MSU Chamber Orchestra concert'8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium. No admission
Basketball with Lady Racers vs
Southern Illinois/6 p.m.; Racers vs.
Western Michigan/8 p.m./Racer Arena,
Cutchin .Fieldhouse, MSU.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

The Kentucky
Network

Us

to
rs

a.m.

UNDAY BUFFET 11-2 $5.95o

8/6

AARP Chapter meeting at Holiday Inn

Tuesday, Nov. 28
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun and
Fellowship/8:30 a m.; A Weigh to
Win/10 a.m.: New Catechism Study 5
p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies'
Bible Classil0 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Ladies' Bible Class/9:30 a.m.
Grace Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m., Library open 10-11 30

Wednesday-Senior's Night! Buy one get one tree!!
Thursday Night-A.Y.C.E Seafood Platter
7.99
Friday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet
8.95
4,
Saturday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet 8.95
c
Grand Lunch Buffet 11-2
:!:-Our
5.95
•?,.4tv
/

Bookmobile ,,ft„et
stops listed ffspr

LEPC workshop planned Nov. 28
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difficult compostions of the
classic and baroque composers.
The Suzuki approach incorporates the inherent ability of children to absorb and imitate music
even as they initially learn language. This has been highly successful in developing the inherent
talents of young children in the
areas of ear training, memory and
technic.

Monday, Nov. 27
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Single Parent Support Group to be
fprmed at Calloway County Family
Resource Center, East Schoo1/6 p.m.
To register, 753-3070.
Cub Scout Pack 57 pack
meeting/6:30 p.m./Robertson School.
West Kentucky Playwrights Festival
workshop/7 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827 WOW/chili
supper/6:30 p.m./home of Betty
Schwartz.
First United Methodist Church
Reach-Out Callers IV/4 p.m.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Eagle Gallery/Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 28
Local Emergency Planning Committee
Workshop/6-1 0
p.m./Commonwealth Room, Curris
Center, Murray State.
Annual 4-H Achievement
banquet/6:30 p.m./Calloway County
High School cafeteria.
Community pastors meet for prayer/8
a.m./Room 309, third floor, Weaks
Community Center.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m., Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice,
474-8774,
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./Hospital Education
Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARP/11:45 a.m./Holiday Inn.
Restructuring Committee of CCHS
Council/6:30 p.m./Room 400, high
school.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9:30 a.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Dexter Center/senior activities/9:30
a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.

1 mi. S. of Hazel
1-901-498-8161

S.

rc

lir

T .
127 Terminal Rd.
Across From
Governors Mal,
Behind Wendy's
615-5521787
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Racer ride blocked 35-34 by UM
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By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Four times on Saturday and on
many of the 80-straight extra
points Chris Dill has kicked, he's
heard the thud of the ball followed by: "Clear the track..."
On .Saturday, the Racer senior
heard the nauseating sound kickers dread.
"I heard the thud off my foot
and then the thud off the block. It
didn't really hit me until the play
was over," Dill said after kicking
a school-record 80-straight PATs.
Murray State's biggest nemesis
— wide receiver Alonzo Clayton
— made the jump of his life to
block the PAT and preserve
Northern Iowa's one-point lead
with 1:26 to play.
Clayton, a 6-foot-2 former high
school high jumper, also added
three touchdown catches in the
Panthers' 35-34 win in Roy
Stewart Stadium to advance to
the second round of the NCAA
Division 1-AA playoffs.

•

Saturday's loss ended the Racers' incredible, and improbable,
championship season at 11-1.
"It's just a sick feeling when
you're not used to this feeling,"
said Racer head coach Houston
Nutt."We haven't had it all year.
"We had a great ride. We won
11 straight. We broke over 20
records. This team right here will
go down in history for amount of
wins in a season."
For 11 weeks no one could
solve the Racers, and it took sixtime Gateway Conference champion Northern Iowa to do it.
"We put points on the board
early, and a team that's 11-0,
that's a lot of additional pressure
on them," said UNI coach Terry
Allen. "And we had everything to
gain and nothing to lose."
Murray State rolled up 590 total yards of offense to UNI's 439,
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BERP4ARD KANE, MARK YOUNG/Lodger

but couldn't ever gain the lead in
a game that was tied twice and
nearly a third time in the fourth
quarter.
As they had all day, the Racers
answered UNI's final score with
a touchdown when fullback
David McCann busted over from
seven yards out.
"It was overtime in my mind,"
Nutt said of the final minutes, in
which he made the logical move
and sent Dill in to tie it.
Clayton's clutch play prevented the extra period.
"They told me to count one
thousand one, one thousand two

and jump, but I don't think I
counted," said Clayton, who
cleared 6-8 in the high jump. "I
knew I had it in me to jump, but
the ball just hit my hands."
Clayton was just as effective
on offense, catching four passes
for 78 yards in addition to the
three TDs to put UNI up 21-7 in
the first half.
Northern Iowa (8-4) took
advantage of Clayton's size on
Racer cornerback Renardo Hampton, who's listed at 5-9, 160
pounds but is more like 5-7, 140.
Also, the Panthers avoided
William Hampton. Regarded as

an all-American candidate, William Hampton didn't see a ball in
his area all day.
"What's the saying, we were
born at night but not last night,"
said Allen. "We specifically
looked at that. Alonzo's got the
size and frame to go up high on
him."
Berg, sacked only once and
hurried just three times, was
16-of-25 passing for 325 yards
and five touchdowns. Most of his
throws were aimed at Renardo
Hampton or down the middle.
"I knew they were going to
come at me," Hampton said after-

wards. "I don't know what it was quarter interception in the end
today, I just didn't make the zone, Cherry rallied the Racers
plays I should've made. I wasn't by completing 31-of-50 passes
playing conservatively, I just for 391 yards and two touchdidn't make the plays when I downs on the day. He rushed for
28 yards and one score, giving
should have made them."
him 419 yards on the day.
UNI took away Racer tailback
"I thought Mike Cherry had
limiting
the
Derrick Cullors,
school's single-season rushing one of the best games I've seen a
leader to 77 yards on 18 carries. quarterback have — operating
Cullors left the game at the start and executing time and time
of the fourth quarter with an again under pressure," Nutt said
injured toe, but the Racers were of Cherry, who's 391 yards was
in a passing situation regardless. the third-best in school history.
Cherry tied the game at 21-21
That opened the door for MSU
quarterback Mike Cherry.
After throwing a second- • See Page 7

Louisville Gottfried era opens with victory
tops MSU
in opener

•

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LOUISVILLE — Louisville
held Murray State to just 31
percent shooting and forced 22
turnovers in handing the Lady
Racers a 62-45 loss Saturday
night.
Murray State (0-1) trailed
33-25 at halftime despite connecting on just eight of 26
shots from the field. Louisville
fared little better in the first
half, hitting just 36.6 percent
(15 of 41). The Lady Cardinals
improved to 45.5 percent in
the second half (10 of 22).
Stephanie Minor paced Murray State with 20 points while
Sarah Higgins added 12,
Melissa Collins had seven and
Shonta Hunt tossed in six.
Minor also hauled in 14
rebounds as Murray won the
battle on the boards 45-41.
The Lady Racers were 9 of 15
at the free throw line and two
of 10 on three-point shots.
For Louisville, Marla Inman
had 18 points while Misty
Smith had 13 and Jamie Ludwigradded 10. Louisvilk was
4 Of 19 from three-point range
and eight of 14 at the free
throw line.
Murray State hosts Southern
Illinois Tuesday night at 6 in
Cutchin Fieldhouse.

Times photos

Murray State's football season came to a close Saturday with a 35-34 I-AA playoff loss to Northern Iowa at
Roy Stewart Stadium. (top left) Racer linebacker Ronnie Merritt (44) pursues UNI's Dedric Ward. (top right)
Murray State's Jesse Jones tries to break away from Panther defenders. (bottom left) Racer quarterback Mike
Cherry looks for yardage.

Taylor scores 17
to lead Murray St.
past Berry 108-62
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Unlike Uncle Mike, Mark
Gottfried got his Racer coaching
career off on the right foot.
Former Racer football coach
Mike Gottfried fell to Southeast
Missouri in his first game at Murray State, but his nephew began
his Racer coaching career with a
108-62 win over Berry College
Saturday night in Racer Arena.
Senior point guard Kenneth
Taylor served as one of the masters of ceremonies for Gottfried's

premiere, tossing in a career-high
17 points.
"They were playing a sagging
defense and I stepped up and shot
it," said Taylor, whose previous
best was 11 points against UTMartin last season. "Hopefully,
this will get me going for the rest
of the year."
Taylor, primarily a defender
and ballhandler, hit 7-of-9 from
the field and 3-of-4 from 3-point.
"We definetly need Kenneth to
be a good team," said Gottfried,
now 1-0 in his career. "His role
will change game to game, but he
shot it well tonight. I'm really
happy for him."
Taylor was just one of several
hot hands for the Racers.
Berry (5-2), an NAIA team
from Georgia, packed the defense

in tight with hopes that the Racers would be cold.
They were not.
Shooting 69 percent from the
floor in the first half and 60 percent (9-of-19) from 3-point
range, MSU built a 62-20 lead by
halftime.
"More than the way we shot it,
I liked our defense," Gottfried
said of the defense, which forced
Berry into 20 turnovers. "I think
our guys are starting to enjoy the
way we're guarding people.
"I understand that we were
playing a team that was outmatched, but I liked the way we
played."
Taylor led five players in double figures, with senior forward
Greg Anderson leading the way
with 19. Junior Vincent Rainey

chipped in 18 and Marcus Brown
scored eight points in the first
minute and a half to finish with
11.
Berry, led by Mike Coleman's
16 points, cut the Racer lead to
30-14 with 10:11 to play in the
first half. Murray State then
closed the half with a 32-6 run to
take a 42-point lead into halftime.
"They're a pretty good team,
it's just a different division,"
Taylor said of Berry, which had
limited opponents to 65 points
per game in the first six games.
"We needed a game like this to
get our confidence up after the
first two games."
Murray State steps up in competition Tuesday night, facing
Western Michigan of the MAC in
an 8 p.m. game in Cutchin
Fieldhouse/Racer Arena.
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RACERS 108, BERRY 62
BERRY (5-2)
Tikes
Greco
boast
10bpstrick
Whitby
&oval
Colman
Manor
CM*
Mays
Sandbous
yneti

kTotals

Ain FO
31 0-2
9 1-1
19 1-3
6 1-2
14 440
26 3-6
29 6-12
9 0-4
4 0-2
25 4-14
24 2-4
200 2241

Rob
04
0-3
1-2
2-3
0-0
2-3
0-4
3-5
0-0
1-1
1-4
24
2-2
1
13-1$ 34

FT
0-0
0-0
3-5
0-0
04
0-0
4-4
0-0
0-0
3-4
2-3
1-2

A PF
6 0 0
1 0 3
1 1 5
0 1 2
1 1 10
0 1
1 0 16
1 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 11
0 3
1 1
129 62

MURRAY $T. (14) b
tin FO
FT 04 A PF Pis
4 0-4 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Womb
Damon
17 4-9 2-2 1-3 1 0 13
&OW
21 44 0-0 0-2 3 1 11
Tallot
25 74 0-0 0-3 5 2 17
Marlin
3 0-1 2-2 0-1
1 1
1
Anderson
17 941 1-2 3-7 2 0 19
Slay
S 1-2 0-0 1-2 1 1 2
19 7-10 2-2 0-2 6 1 16
Ruins"
17 1-2 0-0 1-2 4 2 2
Wakes
WNW'
11 2-5 0-0 14 3 1 4
11 34 04 0-0 0 2 7
Hanle
Barry
19 24 04 3-4 0 3 4
Lavin•
3 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 2
Davis
15 2-3 3-3 14 0 6 7
Tsars
4
Totals
200 43-76 10-11 42 V 19 106
Sorry
2143-42
bumpy 5t.
62 46-102
3-pab goals-4km 5-14 (VA411ay 2-3, Brom 2-3,
Greco 101. Matta 04, Tibbs 0-2. Kibpstadt 04,
Mays 041, bum St. 12-21 (Brown 3-4, Taybr 3-4,
Dames 34, 'aly 2-3, 1tenis 1-2. Marin 0-1.
Anderson 0-1, StNy 0-1. Bulb* 0-1) Tschr.lcale—
sons. A-2213.

Marino: Another record, another loss
By HANK LOWENKRON
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Another NFL passing record for
Dan Marino and another loss for
his Miami Dolphins.
Marino set his third career
record of the season on Sunday.
Like the other two, it came in a
losing effort.
"It hard to really sit back and
appreciate it. I tried to enjoy it as
much as I could," said Marino,
whose record 343rd touchdown
pass came on a 6-yard toss to
Keith Byars late in the second

Marino sets TD mark
quarter. He added three more TD
passes against Indianapolis in the
second half, but the Colts held on
to win 36-28.
It was the third of four passing
records set by Fran Tarkenton
that Marino topped this season,
his 13th in the NFL.
"It's something I'm proud of.
No one else has ever done it,"
Marino said. "It (the loss) takes
away from it ... I'm sure later on

•

in life, when 1 can sit down and
watch it, I'll enjoy it."
Marino also broke Tarkenton's
records earlier this season for
pass completions and passing
yardage. Both of those records
came in losses for the Dolphins,
too. The Dolphins were trailing
the Colts 24-0 when Marino set
the latest record with 1:06
remaining in the first half.
Marino tied Tarkenton's record

for touchdown passes last Monday night in another losing effort.
After going 23 of 36 for 254
yards against the Colts, his career
totals include 3,820 completions,
47,808 yards and 346
touchdowns.
In 25 games against the Colts,
Marino has completed 505 of 829
passes for 6.042 yards and 43
touchdowns with only 14
interceptions.
"I'm very happy for Marino
setting the record," said Indianapolis defensive tackle Tony
McCoy. "We'll take the win over

a record any day."
The game was stopped briefly,
with Marino going to the sideline
where he was embraced by former teammates Mark Clayton and
Mark Duper, who combined to
catch 134 of his TD passes.
"He's a competitor who only
brings out the best in our
defense," McCoy said.
"Everybody talked about Marino breaking the record," said
defensive back Eugene Daniel,
who intercepted one of Marino's
passes Sunday.
4
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East stars
beat West
Saturday

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
•Chargrill Burgers & Steaks, F,h.
•Daily Lunch & Dinner Spc.cLalsi •Take outs Av.iilahir-

Hours: Closed Mon.; Tues.-Th. 5:30-2 p.m.;
Fri.-Sat. 5:30-8 p.m.; Sun. 5:30-2 p.m.
Hwy 94E across from "Happy Holidays- • I

Paced by 150 yards rushing
and a touchdown by Christian
County's lorry Ware, the East
squad downed the West 28-13 in
the inaugural West Kentucky
Conference All-Star Game Saturday at Murray State's Roy Stewart Stadium.
The West, behind Calloway
County quarterback Sam Arnett,
trailed 21-0 at halftime and came
no closer than two touchdowns
the rest of the game.
Fulton County's Marty Dinwiddie provided the West's first
score on a 13-yard fumble recovery while Heath's Craig Hamilton
ran in another TD. Arnett finished the game 6-for-16 for 73
yards and four interceptions,
including one that was returned
96 yards for a touchdown by
Trigg County's Tim Bush.
Also playing in the game were
Calloway's Jared Lencki and
Jared Riddle and Murray's Jon
Bell, Joe Hayman, Greg Miller
and Jeremie Olive.

•Lob
Fritnek-to build stronger relationships.
• lejchtr & l'oathes•to hecinne a hater student
TTICMhCr.

.1
Call Now!
(502) 753 6 11
1413 Oltvc Blvd. • Murray

Allied Signal Tournament — 8
Metropolis, Ill.
TUESDAY
BASKETBALL

• Lady Racers vs. SIU
Cutchin Fieldhouse — 6
•Racers vs. Western Michigan
Cutchin Fieidhouse — 7:30
• Lady Tigers vs. Fulton City
Murray High School — 7

os
MI Lady Lakers vs. Massac Co.
Allied Signal Tournament —8

FROM PAGE 6
with a two-yard run with 9:05 to
play in the third quarter.
MSU's sixth-ranked defense
was beginning to slow Berg and
the UNI offense for the first time,
forcing back-to-back Panther
punts.
But with :09 left in the third,
Berg hit 6-foot-7 tight end Matt
Harken over the middle on thirdand-nine and the senior outjumped Racer safety Donald Hitson and lumbered 60 yards for
the momentum-turning score.
"Everybody's in position,"
Nutt said of the play. "We're that
far away from hitting the quarterback, but he does a nice job sitting in there and throwing to the
tight end. Donald Hitson was
right there."
Cherry came right back with a
tying 7-yard TD strike to Herman
Taylor, but Berg hit wideout
Dedric Ward on the next drive to
give UNI a 35-28 lead.
After a failed fourth-down
attempt foiled the Racers' next

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

11

92

Pts
0
13
11
17
1
19
2
16
2
4
7
4
2
7

;fly,
line
forand
Ito
ses.

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is .there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

PRO FOOTBALL
All Timis CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
Buffalo
8 4
.667 248 233
Indiariapois
7 5
.583 246 236
Mani
6 6
500 303 261
.417
212 267
New England
5 7
N.Y. Jois
.250 172 296
3 9
Control
5 4.
.667 297 259
Pittsburgh
.417 296 290
Cirkinnall
5 7
Housion
5 7
.417 273 256
Clensland
1 $
333 219 264
Jeduorivile
3 9
.250 197 267
Visa
Kansas Clry
10 2
.1133 277 165
Oakland
.727 271 167
li 3
Derma'
6 6
.500 262 243
Seattle
6 7
.417 259 299
San Diego
4 7
.364 196 23$
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W IL T Pct. PF PA
Dales
10 2
.633 343 214
Philadelphia
$ 4
.667 249 256
$
Arizona
4
.333 211 326
N Y. Giants
3 9
.250 223 273
Washington
3 9
.250 234 262
Central
Green Bay
$ 4
.667 312 249
Chicago
7 5
563 324 293
Drama
500 304 302
6 6
lAnnasota
6 6
500 300 293
Tampa Bay
6 6
.500 1611 226

Woo
$ 4 0 .667
7 5 0 .563
6 6 0 .500
5 7 0 .417
5 7 0 .417
Sunday's Owners
Indianapolis 36. Miami 28
New England 35. Buffalo 25
Cincinnati 17, Jacksonville 13
Chicago 27, New York Giants 24
Philadelphia 14, Washington 7
Green Bay 35, Tampa Bay 13
Houston 42, Drinvst 33
New York Jets lc Mame 10
Pittsburgh 20, Cleveland 17
San Francisco 41, St. Louis 13
Arizona 40, Atlanta 37, OT
New Orleans 34, Carving 26
Monday's Guns
Oakland at San Diego,
Thursday, Nov. 30
New York Giants at Arizona. 7 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 3
Indianapolis at Camino, noon
Cincinnati at Green Bay, noon
Houston at Pittsburgh, noon
Atlanta at MiaTi, noon
New Orleans at New England, noon
St Louis at New York Jets, noon
Tampa Bay at lAnnesota, noon
Jacksonville at Denver. 3 p.m
Kansas City a Oakland, 3 p.m.
Cleveland at San Diego, 3 p.m
Washington at Dales, 3 p.m
Philadeaha at Seattle, 3 p.m.
Buffalo at San Francisco, 7 p.m
Monday, Dec. 4
Chicago at Detroit, 8 pm

San Francisco
Atlanta
St Louis
Carolina
NOW Orleans

135
278
214
226
239

173
266
277
247
27$

We give you lots of ways to
save on home insurance.
When you protect your home with quality
Grange Insurance, you'll enjoy special
savings if your home has smoke detectors,
a sprinkler system or burglar alarm. There
are discounts on coverage for valuable
possessions, too, even
a discount if
you don't
have any
losses.
Call or
/
visit us
soon so
we can
tell you more.

Maley Lawn & Landscape Service

N. IOWA 35, RACERS 34
7141 7-36
N. lows
Murray 66.
0 14 7 1$-34
UNI--Clayson 4 peso horn Berg (Waller kick)
UNI—Clayton 29 pass train Berg Maier add
MSU—Culbrs 10 run (Dill kids)
UN—Clayton 31 pass from Berg (Waller Iddt)
MSU—Ideletts 22 pass from Cherry (DI kick)
MSU—Cherry 2 tun (CM Iddi)
UNI—Harken 60 pass from Barg (Wager kick)
MSU—Tayior 7 pass from Cherry ((3$ kkk)
UNI—Ward 12 pass from Berg (Wale( kick)
WU—McCann 7 run (kick blocked)
A-7.833
Rat downs
R.istiss-sanis
Passing
Return Yards
Coop-Aft-Int
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
PenalasaYards
Time of Possession

UNI MSU
Is
30
31-130 40-205
392
325
2
0
16-25-0 32-51-1
3-33
3-46
1-1
2-0
6-41
3-22
34.50
23 35

9401V1DUAL STATISTICS
RUSHIPIG—N Iowa, Porter 13-72. %oval 13-57,
Berg 5+15). Murray Sc, McCann 17-93. Coibrs
16-77, Cherry 5-26.
PASSING—N Iowa. Berg 16-25-0325. lArray St.
Cherry 31-50-1 391, Cullors 1-1-0 1.
RECEIVING—N. Iowa. Clayton 4-711, Ramrod'
3-47, Ward 3-35 lAurray St.. Salmon 7-102. Ideologue
7-91, Taylor 6-66.

drive, Cherry took the Racers 73
yards in 1:46 to set up McCann's
TD run and theblocked PAT.
MSU's Jesse Jones had a hand
on the ensuing onside kick, _but
the ball squirted away and into
UNI's possession.
"It was an outstanding football
game, we just held onto our
teeth," said the UNI coach.
UNI moved the ball at will in
the first half, piling up 305 yards
on a frustrated Murray State
defense.
"The defense was not the
defense that I know. I've seen
them play better," Nutt explained.
"But, you've got to give Northern
Iowa credit."
Trailing 21-7 with :46 left in
the first half, the Racers marched
67 yards on five-straight Cherry
completions. Senior Kwabene
ldelleue caught a 22-yard TD
pasi with :08 remaining in the
half.
"We knew going into the second half we could move the ball
in the air," said Cherry, giving

Forget Those Rakes .3 Bags'
Our power blowers & vacuums do the job right and
get it done last.

the Racers some fire going into
the locker room. "A lot of those
throws I threw out there were just
great catches by our receivers."
It was the final game for 17
Murray State seniors.
"This one loss hurts more than
any other I've had," said senior
offensive guard Mike Ruppe.
"I'm a senior now and I know I'll
never strap the pads on.
"I just wish I could be a Racer
next year. They're going to work
hard and come back and I know
every one of them hopes they
meet the same team in the same
round next year."

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection * Great

Price

t7 FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn

7 5 Sat 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

%30\1PA_UE
I

I Get Your FREE
I Full Spinal Examination!
(NO OBLIGATION - NO IHING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9
10
11
12

t!unib Hands
Bursitis
Pain down eqMuscle Spasms

13
14
15
16

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Mii;cles
Actiffly Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether Careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a
chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropracbc neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine;a musde
strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the te5..3

Dr

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON If
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SE RVCES.EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
tS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Dennis L Heskett D C
•

.11,1(1

I`10iP

r

int; tre;1911 ,• 4

'f e ;)aper.'.

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

759▪1116
HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
r.

I

301 N. 12th St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

L...1_,..........__FREE....
'PMA IW

"49

IN= NMI MIMI IIIIIIIII MIMI

,

not st
PO IpENT13%
VHECKING

4.5% APY* 5% APY
Money Market

'FREE Checks 'r
•$5,000 Minimum Balance
•$10 Service Charge
(If balance falls below $5,000 during month)

•Unlimited Checking

'FREE Checks
•$5,000 Minimum Balance
•$10 Service Charge
(If balance falls below $5,000 during month)

CMIEBEZED
*Annual percentage yield.
Rate subject to change after
account is opened

'Limited to 3 Third Party Checks and 3 Wire
Transfers Per Month
'Unlimited In-house Withdrawals/Transfers
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•Racers-UNI...

•Lady Lakers vs. W. Frankfort

16

Leaf Clean•Up
r--4111111ANIIIIW09 Service

MARK YOUNG/Ledger I Times photo

Murray State's Derrick Cullors (9, left) and several Northern Iowa players go for a pass in the end zone in
Saturday's I-AA playoff game at Roy Stewart Stadium. Officials initially signaled a Racer touchdown on the
play, but then ruled UNI had Intercepted the throw.

• Lakers vs. Lone Oak
Jeffrey Gymnasium — 7
JV game — 6
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INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901

Sycamore, Murray

•
411

• Main Office,642-6644 • Main Office Annex,644-8050
• Jim momsShopping Center,6441090 • Puryear, TN,217-3261
.
• Cottage Grove, 782-3192 •Pans Landing,642-5366
41%17
-11e"
. • Lskeway Village Shopping Center,644-3025

753-8355
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HtliVL-*4We Feature Name Brand Tires
Laramie • Remington
Firestone • Michelin

Specialist gives firewood tips

—Open) Saturdays Until Noon—
v•
,11g1

Holland Tire Co.

.4 •

U

East Main • 753-5606
1%11

-

-

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER KY • {502) 674-5530

Completely Erected, Including Concrete F100IS,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Ouality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES.-

I Self-supporting 216
Ousted ratters 2 ti
0C
plywood
decking
K Se down shingles
L Overhang covered
IN Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 21c4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2.10 headers
O 4.4 raised cult)

A 4 concrete floor
reinforced *lin
wire mesh
9 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
• Anchor bolts
in concrete
E. Treated
bottom plates
F el studs to
Blandon
G 7'
undersiding
• Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

oc

During the month of November, the FBLA chapter at Calloway County
High School collected cans of tuna fish for Need Une. They collected a
total of 430 cans during this service project.

• MIRRORS•

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Any Size

Deluxe Models

"Quality That Will Please"

Hardboard Siding
$3.525
54.325
54,625
44,825
$5,425

V, CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' 2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2': CAR (24x30)

U.: CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'.r CAR (24x24)
LARGE 212 CAR (24x30)

$4,025

. .
•...Ag

ILE & MARBLE
612 So. 9th St.

TACOMAS

Murray

... ,01,
•41

• •.4)
*IP •

ALL 2WD

STICKER
'2 500'F
.44:1E7

IN STOCK

a

Another consideration is the dryness of the wood.
"If wood has been recently cut,
high internal moisture will reduce
the heat because the fire is attempting to dry the wood," McLaren said.
"The best firewood to purchase is
that which has been dried for more
than six months, preferably up to a
year."
Buyers can identify properly
dried wood by examining the end of
the log, he said. Properly dried
wood will have drying splits on the
ends.
The best time to buy firewood is
the spring or a year in advance, he
added,although he noted that information doesn't help this year's fireplace burners.
A common standard for pricing
firewood is by the "cord," he said.
That is a stack eight feet long, four
feet wide and four feet wide,or 128
cubic feet. But because firewood is
usually sold by pickup truck, prospective buyers should understand
that about one-half a cord of wood
roughly fills the bed of a full-sized
pickup.

HORNTON

$1.725
S5,125
$5,225
55,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

Cold weather across Kentucky
has brought smoke billowing from
many chimneys recently. If homeowners want to get the most heat for
bucks spent on fuewood,they need
to stick to the basics about their
sticks.
There are a lot of considerations
other than just cost of that firewood,
said Doug McLaren, Extension
forestry specialist with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Type of wood is a first consideration, he said.
"You want to buy a firewood that
burns the longest and hottest,"
McLaren said. "The denser the
wood, the more heat it will produce."
What type of trees produce
"dense" wood?
Oak, hickory and beech are the
best woods for fireplaces, McLaren
said. Less dense woods, such as
yellow poplar, will burn quicker and
produce less heat. However, because they do start to burn quickly,
homeowners may want a small
supply on hand to first ignite the
fire.

1995 or 1996

1996 Chevrolet Lumina
Stock #96002

Interest Rate
As Low As

4.9%

763-5719

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 28, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE tion.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Cultivating influential newcomers Avoid taking on too much at once.
will help your career or business Positive developments connected
flourish. Wasted time can never be with your career or finances are preretrieved; make the most of every dicted. Be on the lookout for innovminute! Once you have taken stock ative new concepts.
of your professional goals, you may
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221:
want to go back to school or take a Someone may give you a hard time
technical course. Even minor about a project. However, those who
changes in money management know your work, value it. Others
could mean increased savings. Go will be swayed by your convincing
slow. Angry flare-ups could damage arguments.
a usually harmonious relationship.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
Spend more quiet time with loved stimulating.
unconventional
ones.
acquaintance adds a dash of spice
CELEBRITIES BORN ON today. Do not neglect business matTHIS DAY: actress Hope Lange, ters. Numerous tasks and errands
bandleader Paul Shaffer, former need handling. Learn to delegate
actress Gloria Grahame, poet routine chores, freeing yourself for
William Blake.
creative work. Romance delights
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: you.
Growth and expansion are today's
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
keynotes. Pay attention to what new 21): Smarten up! Be realistic about
business allies have to say. Any long-term goals. An older person is
financial agreements should be put willing to pull some strings for you.
in writing.
but progress remains slow-. Do not
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): get discouraged. Take the time to
An enthusiasm for your work will make wise decisions.
gradually yield to more romantic
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
impulses tonight. Take the initiative 19): A change of personnel works to
in both departments. Greater harmo- your advantage. Welcome new work
ny is possible on the home front.
assignments: they will give you an
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): An opportunity to show off your special
enthusiastic attitude will help talents. Rid your life of negative
counter negative forces at work. influences. Guard against impulsive
Your personal finances improve in spending.
ways you had not expected. A job , AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
change is best postponed. Play for Enormous psychic energy will be
keeps in both business and romance. released around you today. Spend
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): quality time with children. You need
Decisions must be made. It pays to to think before acting on a money
see both sides of an issue. Do not matter. Let go of silly doubts. Take
sacrifice yourself to someone else's care of home repairs.
wishes. Intelligent compromises can
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
be worked out. An older person Business trips should be profitable
plays a key role.
this week. One-on-one meetings are
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your vital when negotiating contracts. Be
leadership can get a derailed project suspicious of fast talkers. Wait until
back on track. Co-workers welcome all the facts are known. You find
your optimistic attitude. Meet a yourself enjoying simple pleasures
career challenge by asking questions tonight.
and assessing all available informaTODAY'S CHILDREN are graceful, competitive and eager to try new
things. They so dislike the idea of getting into a rut — even a comfortable
one — that they are always on the lookout for new challenges. Count on
them to display great initiative and drive. Despite these Sagittarians' professional ambitions, they are usually quiet in social situations. They prefer their
romantic partner to take the lead when business and money are not involved.
Often they choose a mate who is quite flamboyant!

Until Nov. 30
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Great Performances by Martin.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

GO

Pt-

4 Oldsmobile

e•c

IJ

2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

0(D TOYOTA

••••••••
/11•11111

All prices sublect to tax. II o & cerise Any manulacturer to dealer incentryes retained by dealer Al prices after rebels.

QUALITY PRE•OWNED VEHICLES
'95 Chevrolet S10
V 6 a.itt,tft,tlir I package 11,000 miles, teal green with grey cloth
'95 Chevrolet Suburban
SilVeradn 4.4, frill power, burgundy with beige cloth. 9.600 miles
'94 Ford F150
xt par-ka4e. 6 cyl . manual transmission. 9.000 miles. brilliant blue with
blue
'94 Chevrolet G20 Conversion Van
Di pal air, TV power ".ola, white with emerald green accents
94 Chevrolet SIO

93 Pontiac Grand Prix
Fled wroth graphite cloth, 42,000 miles, new car trade, lull load
'93 Nissan Sentra SE-R
Red with black cloth, automatic. sunroof, air, cassette
'93 Nissan Sentra XE
Dark blue with blue cloth, automatic, two door new car trade

Cloth

or 1 ovelof 30,000 miles. 4 ryl with overdrove burgundy with
IS rfe,
wheels
9,PV

'94 Geo Tracker
Atit,matic.air. rasselle. 22,000 mites. alloy wheels. convertible top
'94 Toyota Pickup
Red with grey cloth 19,0()0 miles chrome package, automatic. air
'43 Pontiac Bonneville

ri•

-SF model, sand Petrie with beton cloth, 51,001)folios, loll romp!

'93 Mitsubishi Eclipse
GS package. 2 0 tiler engine, automatic, white with grey cloth, alloy
wheels. 57,000 miles

'92 Chevrolet Corsica
White with burgundy cloth, V-6 engine, automatic, good clean car.
'90 Toyota Camry LE
Toyota
V 6 engine. %ninon,. automatic, 67.000 miles, II owner, now
Inane in

'90 Buick LeSabre

48,000 miles, lull power, charcoal grey with

A

.
t oza

.
1
:1Pirrimr-k

%WO.

grey cloth, new car trade
'

Available in LP or Natural Gas

Shown: Alpha Gas Logs MS40

Alpha II verufree gat logs by Martin Gas Products are great performers. They
have all thefeatures you love about a woodfire, without the work and expense.
Because they're thermostatically controlled, you can select the temperature you
Wald them to maintain. Alpha 11 gas logsfeature dual burnersfor beastgod,
rollingflames. They're also A.G A.design certified at rent-free gas heaters,and
they're rated an amazing 99.916 effiekral When you want a great performance,
you want Alpha 11 gas logs by Martin.

Martin
Murray Home & Auto
L.**
)
Chestnut St.

rizaWaelle-

753-2571
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Notice

ORDINANCE 95-1064

Fringe Benefits
Ti. The Season

An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, so as to rezone a certain tract of
land located at 803 North 12th Street,
Murray, Kentucky, from agriculture to B-2
highway business.

Gift Certificate
Special
Buy 1, Get 1
1/2 Price
Ask About Pamper
Package Deals.
Acrylic Nails $25
Theraputic Manicure
$13
604V, Broad St. Ext.
753-1137 or 759-1874

Adopted by the Murray City Council November 21, 1995.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

I need to speak with anyone
who witnessed an automobile accident on August 29,
1995 at approximately
4:50pm near the intersecbon of Highways 121 South
and 1497 (Old MurrayParis Road). The accident
involved a 1990 Toyota
Corolla and a 1983 Datsun
pick-up truck. If you have
any information concerning
this accident, please contact Paul C Hayes at
759-9504.

ORDINANCE 95-1065
ON.ri
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Legal Notice

An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 749, City of Murray code of
ordinances title 15, chapter 156, section
156.051 mobile homes with classification
standarcLs applying to commercial mobile
homes.
Adopted by the Murray City Council November 21, 1995.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk

THE following towed-in
vehicles will be disposed of
on Dec 21, 1995 if not
claimed by their registered
owners and all charges
against said vehicles are
paid in full. Key Auto Parts
reserves the right to retain
said vehicles for the
charges against them. Vehicle: '79 Ford Mustang 2dr,
Serialit9R02Z157734. '78
Ford
LTD,
2dr,
#8062H156500. '84
Dodge Ram Van,
12B7FK13G5ER166031.
'85 Pontiac Sunbird,
11G2JB900F7519591. '85
Datsun
Pickup,
SPL620-394415. '88 Chevrolet Cavalier, 2dr,
81G1JF11W5KT246168.
'86 Chevrolet Cavalier, 2dr,
S1G1JF27W3GJ199857.
'86 Chevrolet Pickup,
S0C154S14321.

Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

ORDINANCE 95-1066
An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 title 15, chapter 156,
section 156.052 of the code of ordinances of
the City of Murray, Kentucky,as it pertains
to screening and landscaping.
Adopted by the Murray City Council November 21, 1995.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

ORDINANCE 95-1067
An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, so as to zone a certain tract of
land known as Chateau Creek Subdivision
as R-4.
Adopted by the Murray City Council November 21, 1995.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk

'Iree local claim service'

WANTED: Someone to
sew maternity clothing.
Please call 753-4899 and
leave message.

Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

Cud
at Thanks
Nodes

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing $1.00 Buys mans,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

HAIRCUTS $7.50. University Barber Shop, 105 N.
16th St. 753-1953.
UK Basketball trip, Dec 2-3,
for information call,
759-2370.

The Book Rack
Sell & Trade Paperbacks
New Discounted Books
Special Orders
Gifts & Cards
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-4821
Eyecare
/
1
4Specialties

E4T

Dr. Keria M. Adassu

helps you give the gift of sight with special
savings and holiday gift certificates.
Come by to get yours today!

50%

Off W/Coupon 2nd Pair of

Complete Eyeglasses*
•Must be same RX & equal or less value.
No other disc. apply. Expire's 1/15/96
$99W/Coupon
W

Soft Daily Wear
Ct.*, exam, CL Kit,
Sunglasses
*Clear, Sphencal
Ultra Flex Thin
No other disc. apply
Expires 1/15/96

6Dyi

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

'119® W/Coupon
Soft Extended Wear

ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334
ACCEPTING applications
until November 27, for
Christian Pre-school Director. Qualifications require: a
degree; at least two years
verifiable, paid, experience
working with children, and
be Southern Baptist. Salary
commensurate with experience Please send resume
with transcripts to 1600 Catalina Drive, Murray, KY
42071.

BECOME a C•rtlfled
Nursing Assistant Looking for meaningful employment that allows you the
opportunity to really make a
difference; Britthaven of
Benton a offering a nurse
assistant class Class begins Soon Britthaven offers Paid training Employment once certified Free
shoes and uniforms Kentucky Certification Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton Drug Free Work
Place E0E/AAE

CARPET INSTALLERS
NEEDED: Western Kentucky location, 2 or more
years experience installing
residential carpet 8
tools furnished Benefits &
bonus program Send resume to. Dept E, P 0 Box
490, Benton, Ky 42025
APPLIQUE sewing ma- Equal Opportunity
chine operator. Apply in Employer
person at Faye's Custom
Embroidery, 308 N 12th St,
Murray.

AVON Christmas.
$8-$15/hr. No door to door
No minimum order 18yrs+
1-800-827-4640 Ind/s1s/
rep.
FULL & pan time positions
now available at Subway
Sandwiches Please apply
in person at Subway Sandwiches, 508 N 12th St,
Murray
HOME TYPISTS, PC users
needed. $45,000 income
potential
Call
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B8155.

Fern Terrace
Lodge

is looking for a full
time cook, prefer
experience but will
train good cook.
Pleasant
atmosphere, good working conditions.
Apply In person or
call Gleda Dodd,
753-7109

Hi-Energy Weight
Control Center
is coming to Murrlit. 11e are mitt
intertieeing for the Minting positions:
•Secretary •Counselor
•Center Manager
Must hate outgoing personality and
hat e sales experience.

Call To Schedule Interview

1-615-381-6244

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
APPLY IN PERSON AT

JAKEL, INC.
700 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PRODUCTION WORK
ASSEMBLY LINE + INCENTIVE
BENEFIT PACKAGE

030
020

H.
Wanted

HELP WANTED: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling products at
horn*. No experience.
Info
1-504-646-1700
DEPT. KY-2021

We would like to
take this opportunity to express
our sincere thanks
to our friends and
neighbors for the
many deeds ofkindness shown to us
during the death of
our loved one,
Frank Paschall. We
thank each of you
for your visits,food,
prayers and flowers.
A special thanks
to Home Care, Dr.
Hollis Clark, Dr.
Robert
Hughes,
Bro. Billy Turner,
Bro. Harry Yates,
Bro. Edd Montgomery and Blalock
Coleman. May God
bless each of you is
our prayer.
Wife Nancy
Paschall
Daughter Sheila
Spindleman
Husband Mark
Spindleman
050
Lost
And Found

CV", exam, CL Kit,
Sunglasses
*Clear. Spherical
Ultra Flex 55
No other disc. apply
Expires 1/15/96

LOST: Adult male black
Lab. Hamlin area. Reward,
orange cam, 436-2823

"Where Caring Is Our Specialty"
308 S. 12th St. • Murray • 759-2500

CLASSIFIED

WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS,
M-TH 6:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
OVERTIME POSSIBLE
Equal Opportunity Employer

STOP!
Circle This Ad!
If you are sports-minded and looking for the
career of a lifetime, packed with potential,
LOOK NO MORE!
We're a leader in the nation's third largest
industry offering a unique opportunity to
use sales as your vehicle to personal and
career goals. We offer:
*Paid training, guaranteed income to start
*Top benefits, including life, health, dental,
disability insurance
*Merit promotions
Don't leave opportunity on hold any longer!

CALL NOW 10 AM-6 PM
502-247-8899
ASK FOR WILL HAYDEN
Not affiliated with hotel

PROFESSIONAL RN Immediate opening for a pro
tesional registered nurse.
RN to serve as MDS/CiA
Long term care and QA
experience is a must Most
be able to supervise a staff
and work well with family
and physicians If you are
looking for a great career
opportunity in the nursing
field, this one is for you
Position offers excellent
salary and benefit package
to include free uniforms and
shoes, health care and a
retirement program Send
Resumes to Administra
tor Britthaven of Benton
P 0 Eiox 385, Benton Ky
42025 E0E/AAE Drug
Free Work Place

Wanted:
Local automobile
dealership looking
for good salesperson. Long established dealership,
paid vacation, benefts.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040M
Murray, Ky.

EXCELLENT opportunity
Local business has an
office/clerical position
available. General secretarial duties required
Strong communication,
phone & computer skills
necessary along with the
ability to perform multiple
tasks simultaneously. A
competitive compensation
package including, medical, pension & vacation are
available to the right person Send resume in confidence to P 0 Box 1040 H,
Murray, Ky 42071.
EXPLOSIVE GROWTH
l'n1 firm seeks DYNAMIC
OUTGOING & ENERGETIC INDIVIDUALS to help
w/expansionl No exp.
necessary. Excellent opportunity For appointment
call between 1 30 & 5 30
502-5275.537

RECEPTIONIST needed in
busy family practice office
Good salary 8 benefits
Please send resume to
P 0 Box 271, Benton Ky
42025
ROUTE Sales Pepsi-Cola
has job opportunities due to
continued expansion and
product support Candidates will enter on the-job
training program to learn
sales, merchandising and
driving skills No experience required After successful completion of training, candidates will be responsible for local
deliveries, merchandising
and customer service Excellent earning potential
and benefits, with local
travel To apply, come to
Pepsi-Cola, Hwy 641
North, Benton, on Mon.
Nov 27 or Thur. Nov 30,
from 9-1

ROUTE SALES
OPPORTUNITY
We're a $3.8 billion industry
leader looking for two key
sales people to mantel our
highly successful product
line in your area. Must
thrive on independence, be
highly competitive, enjoy
the lifestyle of an entrepreneur and possess a strong
desire to be successful We
offer
health, dental 8 disability insurance.
Pad training, guaranteed
income to start
•Potential to earn unlimited
income and growth with
company on the move
•Established accounts
Call Immediately
For Confidential Interview
4424874
Ask For Mark White

SOCIAL Worker- Currently seeking a qualified
candidate to serve as a
social worker BSW or ex
tensive is required Long
term care experience is
preferred Position offers
excellent salary and benefit
package to include health
care and retirement Send
Resume to Britthaven of
Benton, P 0 Box 385, Benton, Ky 42025 Drug Free
Work Place EOE/AAE

HOMEWORKERS to help
us in our business Send
LSAE to Prime-Data,
381-M E Oak Dr, Buchanan
TN, 38222

TEXAS Oil company needs
dependable person to work
without supervision in Murray area Regardless of experience, write T D Hopkins. Dept S42071, Box 711,
Ft Worth, Tx 76101

LOCAL Medical office
needs Insurance/Billing
clerk. Medicare knowledge
would be helpful Pleasant
working conditions, great
benefits. Salary commensurate wexperience Send
resume to P 0 Box 1040
N, Murray, Ky 42071
MEDICAL assistant
needed in busy family practice office. Must be willing to
work front & back office,
draw blood & give injections. Good salary & benefits Please send resume to
P.0 Box 27'1, Benton, Ky
42025.
MORTGAGE Loan Ong,
nator wanted for Mortgage
Broker's Murray Ky office
Send resumes to P 0 Box
297, Newburgh, IN 47630
NEED experience farm
help for building out building, corral, and fencing, 3
miles from Crossland Mail
qualifications to T B S
P.O.Box 389, Murray
NEED help entering bookkeeping data into computer
correctly. Knowledge of
computers and accounting
a plus Send resume to
P 0.Box 1040J, Murray

SAFETY advisors,
$2150/per mo Company
will train call Mon Tburs
9am-1pm
only
502-759 9130

WANTED Full time housekeeper Need own transportation Send references
to P0 Box 1254 Murray,
Ky 42071
WANTED Someone to sit
with my 6mo old son in my
home in the mornings, beginning Jan 1996 References required Call
759-2437, leave message
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CALL Linda 759-9553 Will
clean home or office
WILL do house-cleaning
Call evenings, 4 till
474-2131
100
Business
Opportunity
FAMILY business for sale
in Murray Income to
$60,000 with fulltime effort
Total cost $45,000 negot
able Financing available
on balance with minimum
down payment of $10,000
Sincere inquiries only.
call
please
1-800-673-5668
120

ANNOUNCING! POWERFUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001

If you've got what it takes to work with the worlds best toymakers. contact
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer 1.4/F,r1D/V

FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001

Want
To Buy

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs, Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

,

502-759-1333
Service and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

HALEY'S
IrUgl9Duck
LTARental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
or Monthly Rates

Daily. Weekly

/ ALPINE
*
4 )
13Cgled t
C6Crib

Tapes
CD's
IRL
ILA CO II fiC1
Car Audio
..rinset
S
Ilordevard

clarion
Dixieland Center

753-0113

C & C
Nursery
*LANDSCAPING
'Mulching & Mulch Delivery
*Trimming & Fertilizing
*Tractor Work

753-2993
Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for S175 a month
(paid in advance).
Pate Effective April 1, 1995

Call 753-1916

for details.

I FOR SALE 1
Good Used Furniture
Stoves • Refrigerators • Beds •
Couches • Chairs • Etc.

Hazel Antique
Mall S Flea
Market
wy. 641 - V/2 mile North of Hazel
492-6168

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available preml urn.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a Call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905

ANTIQUES by tie piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

SET of weights Prefer cast
iron 150 lbs or more
753 7853

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Wanted daytime dishwasher Apply in person
Mon Fri 2 4pm

Computers

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in kAurray is expanding. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $5 94 and tops off at $8 58 Full benefits are available after a short
waning period

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 days 7531418
evenings

Sycamore, Murray,

753-4199

Nationwide

KY

1-800-455-4199
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1995

320

270

•.'

T

ALUM cans, copper. appl
and all types metal
Wrecked and junk cars &
trucks We sell car parts
Murray Recycling.
753-4133
CASH paid tor good used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray

1995 HOLIDAY Barbies
and other Barbie items
759 2557
5'x10' 5FT High dog pen
for sale. $125 753-4009
BARBIES for Christmas
Ornaments holidays & designer 502-534-1676
MEAT cutting Ban Saw,
great for cuffing deers &
hogs I HP 220 single
phase 759-9359 after
6pm
NEW Quilts loll size
$150 ea 753 1733

RED belly Ford tractor, 51
model Bush hog grader
blade. plow & lift pole
$3000 489-2376

DUAL action Stepper Pre
cor, 730 E like new, retail
over $600 will take $365
502 247-9271 ask for Janis Night, 502-247-2577
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Covets 36 inches, many
cokxs Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

FIREWOOD for sale
753-9375 after 5pm

Howes
For Reed

Home
For Sale

Used
Care

Strykts
Offered

Services
Offered

'92 REFLECTIONS
14X72, 3br 2 bath Call
767-0525. after 6pm call
753-0596

28R Duplex. Cute! Central
hat, appliances including
washer, dryer, dishwasher
Nice Murray location,
1906-A Westwood,
$420/mo, lease, deposit
Available Jan 1 753-8734

2BR, I Bath, stove & refrig
furnished, gas heat, no
pets, $325/mo. Imo deposit, Smog lease Call
753-2905, 753-7536

3BR back, attached garage. fenced back yard
completely remodeled. in
town, $58,500 753-6855

Need A
Car Loan?

EXPERIENCED Handyman, from concrete lo cabinets tie> job too small
753-9558 leave message

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

3BR duplex for sale
753-7947

Call 1-s*CAR-LOAN

EXTRA nice! 2BR 12x56
must see Mani blinds coding fans designers touch.
$5,000 753-3699 days
753-7655 evenings
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR, 8 miles north of Murray, $210imo plus $210 deposit Call 753-8582

753-9866
285
Mobil.
Homo Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village
$80/mo, water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
300
BusInsse
Rentals

BALDWIN piano, excellent
condition 753-6176
JENNY Lind crib & mat
tress, dressing table, ches
of drawers & high chair
$300 Cannonball dresser
wimirror & chest of drawers,$100 753-0954
UKE NEW couch & love
seat, exc cond 753-0013
QUEEN size mattress &
box springs good condition, $100 753-8191

•

SECTIONAL with 2 electric
recliners 753-9736

Vacuum
Cleaners
1991 PANASONIC upngh
vacuum cleaner with attachments
$135
492 a303

1000 SO FT Retail space
on 121 By Pass, $475)mo
753-6855
UPSTAIRS office space
KILL WEEDS trim & edge Located Downtown. $95,
around trees, landscape $1755 $575 Size of rooms
beds, shrubs, sidewalks, vary. Some w/windows Inand driveways with EN- cludes all utilities.
FORCER next day grass & 753-1266
weed killers GUARANMINI-Storage units now
TEED! Available at Coast available Various sizes
to Coast, 604 N 12th St
Call now or come by Neon
RAPID KILUNG POWER! Beach Tanning Salon &
ENFORCER 20 second Storage Rental, 812 WhitRoach Killer kills bugs in nell, behind Bel-Aire Centheir tracks! Effective for 60 ter 753-3853
days GUARANTEED! NORTHWOOD Storage
Murray True Value Hardpresently has units availware & Auto, Northside
able
753-2905 or
Shopping Center
753-7536
270
Mobile
Homes For Sala

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

14x45 MOBILE home
couch w/chair, aic, micro
wave refrig stove, dryer
Great for college student
Asking $4500 Call
753-7384

Best Home Center
Your Volume Dealer
8 Locations
$49,900
16x80, 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath $19,999
Triple Wide

-

Prices include delivery & set-up.
Hwy. 641 South
Paris, TN

901-644-7155

RETAIL or Office Space in
S. Side Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612.
310
Want
To Rent
2-3BR House or mobile
home in country. Willing to
do repairs if needed. Phone
793-9373.

1 2,3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1BR, low utilities, reference
and deposit required. No
pets, $195/mo. 753-3949.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.

2BR, elec or wood heat,
$300/dep, $300/mo Cal
2BR, N 17th $350, a/c, 753-6329 Located at 518
Wel stove refrig Call So 71h
753-4054
3BR, 2 bath, low ublibes,
2BR, no pets Zimmerman
Apts So
16th St
753-6609

701 Broad St, $375/mo
753-2339, 753-8767

LEASE only
story,
APT $280imo, 2br, 1104 newly redecorated, central
h/a, new appliances No
Pogue 753-3415
pets, references, in coun
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- try 753-4937, 8-5pm M-F
land Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities in- PANORAMA Shores, 2br,
cluded, rent based on in- 1 bath, central h/a, partially
come 65 & older, or handi- furnished, $375/mo plus
cap & disabled Equal deposit Available Dec 1
Housing Opportunity 310-322-4999.
502-354-8888
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr.
NICE 2br, I bath, Duplex,
central gas h/a, $450/mo,
lmo deposit, I yr lease No
pets Call 753-2905,
753-7536
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon. No
phone calls please. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-S40/mo 759-4081
RENTAL space now available East Side Boat & Mini
Storage. 759-9835.
365
For Salo
Or Lasso
COMMERCIAL Property:
Location, location, location.
Price, price, price. 2 Story,
2500 sq ft. per floor. Retail,
antique, offices on court
square. City's best location,
Paris,
Tn
Call
502-759-4713.

PURYEAR, nice 2br, Duplex, stove, refrig, 16FT Ponderosa horse
$400./mo, plus deposit. Re- trader 435-4056
ferences, no pets, carport,
BEEFMASTER Bulls
utility room 931-782-3495.
(Breeding Age). Top GeneROOMMATE to share tics! Meet today's demands
space and expenses- Du- with high performance, carplex 7 miles from campus, cass traits & easy calving.
Must enjoy indoor cats, $1200/up. 901-232-8252.
neutered, completely deTIMOTHY hay & red top,
clawed and well groomed.
$2.00/bale. 753-5592.
Dog, very loveable, provides companionship and
360
protection. Need only bedPets
room furnishings. DisI! &PO*
,
hwasher, washer and
dryer, satellite furnished. BEAGLE pups Be ready
$180/mo+ utilities (electric 11/11/95. AKC Reg Eilackl
only). Available Jan. 1st. white, Red/ white, Silver/
753-8607, Leave name, white. 753-2605.
number.
BOXER puppies, AKC reVERY nice 2br, Apt, central gistered, dark fawn.
heat & air No pets, 641 753-3113.
South 492-8634
DOG BOXES. Assorted
sizes & colors. Farmers
Farmacy, Dixieland Center.
759-2248.
2br

IBR, Screened porch,
large Irving room, wood
stove, 2 minutes from Wildcat Beach, $325/mo
753-2339 753-8767

DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 14
years. 436-2858
REGISTERED Pointer
puppies, great bloodline.
Call 753-3966 nights,
753-7435 days.

Real
Estate
40 ACRES, Calloway Co,
new fencing, apprx 35
acres tillable. $50,000.
502-527-8275_

You Can Advertise Here For
vow $6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction.
For details call Wilson Realty 753-5086.

753-1916

GREAT investment opportunity, 2br Duplexes
436 5725,
,

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
Cornplete Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear
and Limousine

CLEANING

7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100
Insured

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
\ inyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
David Borders

Phone (502) 759-4734

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of ReI use Service

1-800-585-6033

Labtij -

HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218.

5

Nigsgrgo.
Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
* Rentals begin at $29.99
* Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
* Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson.
* Discounts on rentals depending on SIZe of wedding.
304 Main Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 753-1300
(901)642.5300
Weddings, Proms and Banquets

atik,

Completely Mobile

lie

D & B Stables

Rt. 5 Box 460
Murray, KY 42071
Owners:
llibPhone
Kenneth Downey
Micky Bogard
(502) 436-5501

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
"Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding"
Doors, Windows, Door Tracking A Trolleys, and
Insualtion for Metal Buildings
Butterworth Rd. (Hwy 299) Office (502) 489-2'722
Murray, KY 42071
Homes: (502) 489-2724

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

Lan
Lots
For Sale
LOTS in new subdivision in
city_ All underground utilities Streets, curbs, gutters
being paved now.
753-5541, 753-2446
SOUTHWEST area building lots, 17s acre each, with
200tt road frontage, restricted, $12,500. 6 acres
total available 435-4548
after 5pm
1150
Farms

For Sale

KTN CARPET CLEANING

Carpet • Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740
Dial the 800 number first Wen you
Jim Caylor
hear a recorded message enter the
Ronnie England
Access Code 85

Stan Meadows
Construction
For All Your
Building Needs
& Repairs

INSURANCE

15 Years Experience

Lou V. McGary

For Free Estimate Call

Does Your Polky Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

492-8723
Leave Message

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does not pay. S716 on Pan A. S100 on Pan B. Call me for
more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

NEW 3br, upper 70's, at
city utilities, outside city limits 753-3672
NEW House, approx li
acre, 3br, 3 bath, ubl , dining, large kitchen, gas
heat, city water Brick w/
pebble stone drive, 2 car
attached garage, large
front porch & sidewalk
Owner assisted financing
Call 492-8898/office or
492-8873/home
NEW home ready now. 3br
2 bath, master bath has
whirlpool. 9tt ceilings, hardwood floors, custom cabinets, fireplace, lots of
closets, 3000 sq. ft. in
Southwest Villa Subdivision. Call now at 753-4873
l85
Auto
Parts

1987 4-SPEED automatic
transmission for S-10 truck
or blazer. Call Before 2pm
or leave message
489-2640.

"mk
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I I

I I
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Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

7534952

495

1981 OLDS Cutlass LS,
good engine, good
trans,good transportation,
502-753-5561
1985 CHEV Cav. $375
down, $221.01 per month,
including Tax & Lic. Williams Used Cars, Office
492-8898,
Home
492-8873.

Bad Credit
No Credit
Auto Dealer will
arrange financing, even if you
have been turned
down elsewhere.
Loans for bankrupt,bad credit or
no credit
No
co-signers neces-

Call Ron
Mon.-Tues. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Wed. 8 am - 12 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
at 753-2222.

GUTTERS cleaned and repaired No job to small
753-5762

'90 DODGE Grand Caravan, loaded, $7,000 obo
489-2419 or 753-1412

HANDYMAN Co roofing,
siding remodeling and
home repair 474-8621

500
Used
Trucks
1986 CHEVY
492-8411

1

ton

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery Murray,
KY 436-5560

black, loaded, $3750
436-2778.
1988 MAXIMA, loaded
435-4056
1989 CELEBRITY Wagon,
V6, auto, a/c, cruise. Good
car, $2500. Lawson Motor
Sales, Pottertown Rd.
753-6851.
1989 MERCEDES Benz,
560 XL only 14xxx mi actual miles. Excellent condition, 1-800-610-6662.
1990 MITSUBISHI Mirage,
91xxx miles, Red, auto, air,
$675 down, $214 per
month. Tax & Lic included,
24 month fin. Williams
Used Cars, Office
492-8898,
Home
492-8873.
1991 MERCURY Capri
convertible, 32crx mi, drivers side air bag, p/w,
cruise Call days 753-1323,
nights 436-5552.
1993 COUGAR RX7, excellent condition, low miles,
767-0537.
1995 PONTIAC Firebird,
auto, air, CD, loaded, factory warranty, V6. Call before 2pm or leave message 489-2640.

OCCASSION!'84 Buick Le
Sabre, 4dr, electric seats,
grey, 117,xxx mi, reliable,
luxury car. 502-753-1118

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2592

1989 WRANGLER 4x4, LAMB Brother Home Im41xxx mi, oft road package, provements, remodeling, WOOD VCR- repairing
red, extra sharp, $8900 additions, roofing, siding, VCR's, camcorders, microLawson Motor Sales, free estimates 436-2269
waves, Mon- Fn,9-12, 1-5
753-6851
Free estimates 753-0530
LAMB Brothers Tree Ser
1990 CHEV 5 ton pick- vice, stump removal, spray- ZEBS VCR Repair- free
up
ing Licensed & insured, estimates cleaning $15,
average repair, $30
estimates
1991 FORD Explorer XLT, Free
753-3557
4dr, loaded, 4x4. 84xxxx 5 0 2 - 4 3 6 - 5 7 4 4
will sell under loan 1-800-548-5262
570
value. 753-7275
LAMB'S Tree trimming,
'89 CHEV '/. ton Silverado, stump removal & light haulWanted
350, auto. Sharp $9800. ing 436-2269
WANTED:
Tract of stand753-0724
LEAF mulching, gutters
ing timber We buy hardcleaned,
mowing. Billy Pas'89 CHEVY Silverado, red,
wood of all kinds & also
5.8 liter, exc cond priced chall, 502-753-2943.
pulpwood of all kinds
to sell 753-0013
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- 618-995-2857, call beING Carpet & Furniture tween 7 & 9pm.
510
cleaning. Free estimates
753-5827.
Campers
29 FT Airstream new inside, rear bath 753-0114

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
LONG Life, repair leaks,
rod sink lines, main lines
Same day service.
436-2654_
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Classifieds
Office
Open

Al Al A TREE SERVICE, MB GENERAL CON8 a.m.-5 p.m.
stump removal, tree spray- STRUCTION & MAINTEMonday-Friday
ing, hedge trimming, land- NANCE: carpentry, paintscaping, mulchhauling & ing, electrical, siding, other
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
mulch spreading, gutter
maint.
apt.
&
cleaning. Licensed & in- (502)436-2819 fax or
Saturday
sured, Full line of equip- modem avail.
ment, Free estimates. Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
,.i11111111A IiAL I MI 1'
II/
1-800-548-5262..

11•11•11•D•W•044•S

A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737.

Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
Cabinets Need A New Look?
Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.

A and A Lamb's gutter
cleaning, leaf raking,
mulching, hauling, tree
trimming, mowing Free estimates 436-5791,
436-2528.

'OW Us War MeasAwww1A—Well BuOd TO Ba Your /Wade
Lay-A-Way Nen For Christmas
Gun Cabinets & Entertainment Centers
OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5
Unfinished Oak Furniture
753-0961

ALL around hauling junk
dean up, mulching, raking,
tree work. Reasonable
rates, Joe. 436-2867.

,FI .•1117,11IfiZITT1111111,J.,1 777, 1.17.7M 11

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214.

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664

Bruce Green
Budding Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 753-8343
AX•Uir:aia,•::USSIAISIMMt=lil•MA•0.0i!•!liMASSJ

Custom
CABINETS

BUSHHOGGING. Gardens
plowed, disked, driveways
graded. Milt Jones
437-4030.

1 WI
BEC

WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
otitchen Cabinets & Vanities
•OffIce Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th SL 'next to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTREFLN WALL SYSTEMS, INC

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221.
BOB'S Plumbing Repair &
Carpentry Service Decks,
porches. patios, and remodeling. All work guaranteed. 436-5832 or
753-1134

Mu
LOOK

custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water 'damage or replace your roofing.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056_

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

rilowI
I

EAT(

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to

1987 GRAND Marquis. Ex- APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
tra nice, $500 down, Factory trained by 3 major
$206.35 per month includ- manufacturers. All work
ing Tax & Uc, 12 month fin
and parts warranted. Ask
Williams Used Cars, Office for Andy at The Appliance
492-8898,
Home Works, 753-2455.
•
492-8873.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
1987 PONTIAC 6000,good Kenmore, Westinghouse,
car, needs some engine Whirlpool. 30+ years exwork, $650. 759-7488.
perience, BOBBY
1988 HONDA Prelude SI, HOPPER, 436-5848

11.25 ACRES,3 mi. west of
Murray, 40x40 building. '79 BONNEVILLE 400,
Price reduced, 753-7581 automatic windows, locks,
cruise, Rally wheels, $800
after 5pm.
obo. Call after 3pm,
753-7134.
460
Homes
'83 BUICK Regal LTD,
For Sale
116,xxx mi, motor rebuilt
3BR,
baths, brick, new &nos ago, 16xxx mi on new
central gas heat, hardwood motor, $2,000. 759-4807
floors Coleman RE, et/Wings.
753-9898
'89 MERCURY Topaz, low
3BR , 1 bath, on 1 acre with mileage, 1 owner, good
a 24x24 garage & an above condition Black 5sp,
ground pool with deck, $3900. Call 753-6940 after
5Prn$57,000. 753-2519.
3BR, 2 bath brick home in
city, stove, refrig, washer &
dryer Immediate possession Price $53,000
753-3903, 759-4162.

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige white,
grey 492-8488

Yana

Used
Cars

sary.

Dial-A-Service
DIAL

FOR SALE 2128 Southwest Dr, in Southwest
Villa, $119,500 3 BR 2
baths, 9' ceilings, whirlpool
tub central gas heat, overhead tans, and many more
extras Call 753-0090

Livestock
& &pollee

12TH St, $400/mo
753-3415

(I-800-227-5626)

3BR duplex for sale
753-5114

490

370

430

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK

530

sin

Aptinaroals
For Rant

T+C Renegade 50 cal
muzzleloader wgraphite NEWER mobile home, unramrod & sling $200 firm furnished wistove & refng,
435 4432
private yard, walk to Jonathan Creek, $290/mo
WEATHERBY Mark V
plus deposit 354-6248
magnum rifle, caliber 300
evenings
w m with Leupold Van III
3 5x10 scope Like new, SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br.
call 901 644 3764
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
210
No pets,
TRAILER
Firewood

4911

460

310

Mobile
Homes For Salt

Sowly 131.itt
CoPsti-lwttoil ().
Custom Home Building * All
Types of Roofing * Additions
* Remodeling * Patios *
Decks * Siding
15 Year Experience - Free Estimates

489-2934

Phone

CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning, $25 00 per room
Free deodorizing.
436-2654.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664
COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
New Installation- Repair.
Replacement436-2667
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wufffs Recovery, Murray.
436-5560
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholer.
DAVID'S cleaning services. We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R.V. 759-4734.
D & D Lawn Care. Will rake
or mulch leaves 489-2296
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761_

OS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY • MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753 5940

Tr** Trimming
Tr** Removal
11' Stump Removal
Cleanup Sorties
Landscaping
Light Hauling, Etc.
Hodge Trimning
Full Lino ol
Tree Service
Tree Spraying
Equipment
Owned & Operated By 77M LAMB
Licensed 4I Insured

Qualify Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service

.0 Brolato,

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

•••• 40...•••••••••••••••••••••••••--
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

subject. I am sending you a free copy you're an amateur In this instance,
of my Health Report "Where to Find you might have to be satisfied to
are easier on the
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm 4I -year-old Sex Information " Other readers who engage in sports that
crossswimming,
golf,
such
as
knees,
copy
plus
should
send
$2
would
like
a
desire
much
have
male who doesn't
skating, and so forth
for sex. When I do have intercourse, it a long, self addressed, stamped enve- country skiing,
After several months of healing, see
doesn't last more than a moment or lope to P.0 Box 21117. Murray Hill
two This is embarrassing Is there a Station. New York. NY 111151. Be sqre how your knee feels Then start some
to mention the tit
for example, brisk walking
exercise
medicine I can take'
I had part of the
DEAR
and work up to more strenuous activDEAR READER: The sex urge
'libido) depends on many factors, both cartilage removed in one knee ities 14.4 your knee tell you what to do
mental and physical. For example. because of a sports injury. One doctor If you're pain free, I don't see any readepression. fear, stress, fatigue, use said I can never play contact sports son why you couldn't play any sport of alcohol and other drugs, chronic ill- again Another reassured me that I remembering, of course, that sports
ness, pain, and low testosterone levels can play any sport, once the cartilage such as downhill skiing, basketball and
grows back. Who is right? Can carti- football place tremendous stress on the
can all affect libido.
'
grow hack.
knees and might be modified or avoided.
In addition, you seem to suffer from lage really
F:NTERPRISE ASSN
1995 N FWSPAI
!WAR READER: I'll side with your
premature ejaculation, a condition
cartilage
doctor,
hi
'cause
knee
second
too
occurs
that
orgasm
by
marked
DR. GOTT
early to permit sustained intercourse. will grow back, provided that a "butThis is usually due to psychological ton" of it is left at the time of surgery.
however, the issue of which sports
factors -- in particular, a deep-seated
you
can play is a tricky one.
involved
too
emotionally
being
fear of
PETER
If you were playing professional
with another person.
GOTT, M D
I believe that you would be best football and your career depended on
play
if
you'd
participation,
active
who,
urologist,
seeing
a
served by
humanly possible.
after questioning and testing you, can
On the other hand, contact sports
prescribe medication or suggest other
might not be appropriate for you
therapy, such as counseling.
To give you more information on the (because of the risk of further injury) if
By Peter II. G01 M.D.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

Ten years ago
USDA Tobacco Inspectors
W.W. Peters and Frank Murphy
are pictured putting the final
grade on tobacco at Growers
Loose Leaf Floor prior to the
opening of Air Cured Type 35
auctions in photograph by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Calloway County High School
Speech Team won first place
sweepstakes honors at Bullitt
Central Invitational Tournament
at Shepherdsville.
Births reported include a girl to
Debra Kyle, Nov. 19. The father,
Wesley Troy (Butch) Kyle, was
killed in a traffic accident six
weeks ago.
Bobby Stone, Michael Dowdy
and Mau Hopkins are pictured
with deer taken while hunting.
Twenty years ago
Additions to the Calloway
County Health Department
offices at Olive and North
Seventh Streets are ahead of
schedule, according to R.L.
Cooper, administrator.
Dr. Ray Mofield, director of
Communications Department at
Murray State University, has

CALVIN and HOBBES
WE SEEM TO UNDP_RSTAND TNE. VALVE
CC OIL. TIMBER, MINERALS, ANC'
HOUSING, BUT NOT THE VALUE Of
UNSPOILED BEAUTY, WILDLIFE,
SOLITUDE, AND SPIRITUAL RENF_WAL

+ME NEED TO START
PUTTING PRICES
ON WE PRICELESS

ya.t.t , IF OUR
`oNICIOCS ARE WORN
A "Z.ILLION
BAGILLIoN,
THINK *114fil.
ALASKA \S NOM

SiMaitti

CATHY
ARE IV KIDDINbr 40U
LOOK GREAT!
I HAVE FIVE
NEW POUNDS
TO LOSE!

YOU 3UST
CAN'T SEE MY
FAT BECAUSE
I'M WEARING
THIS 8A&Of
3ACKET!

r Hnli! I'fi-17
WEARING A
BAGGY
ZACKET, TOO,
AND IOU CAN
SEE MY FAT
ANYWAY!

elOU
CANNOT!

CAN no! LOOK
AT THIS! I'm
WAV WORSE
THAN You!

FROM THE INNER SANCTUM
OF THE LADIES' ROOM, THE
BIZARRE PRIDE Of THE
POST-THANKSGIVING WOMAN...

rm WORSE!)
No! rm WORSE!
ao! rm woRsE!I- - -,1=1
NO! TM WORSE!

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 27, the 331st day of 1995. There are 34
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1973, the U.S. Senate voted 92-3 to confirm Gerald R. Ford as
vice president, succeeding Spiro T. Agnew, who had resigned.
In 1978, San Francisco Mayor George Moscone and City Supervisor Harvey Milk, a gay-rights activist, were shot to death inside City
Hall by former supervisor Dan White.
In 1983, 183 people were killed when a Colombian Avianca Airlines Boeing 747 crashed near Madrid's Barajas airport.
In 1989, 107 people were killed when a bomb blamed on drug traffickers destroyed a Colombian jetliner, minutes after the plane had
taken off from Boeta's international airport.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 7 5
V J 92
•J 9 7 3 2
+Q 5
EAST
WEST
+843
A J 10 6 2
1873
164
•K Q 8
• 10
J 10 9 4
K 86 3 2
SOUTH
+ Q9
'AK Q 105
•A 65 4
+A 7
The bidding:
South
North East
West
1
Pass
Pass
Pass
21
4
Pass
1
Opening lead — ten of diamonds.
Here is an interesting hand that
contains an unusual play. The deal
occurred many years ago during a
pair championship in Los Angeles.
At most tables,the contract was
four hearts played by South. The
opening lead was uniformly the ten
ofdiamonds. At practically all tables,
declarer was defeated one trick.The
ten was covered with the jack, and
the queen was taken with the ace.
South drew three rounds of
trumps and returned a diamond towards dummy. East had the K-8
sitting over dummy's 9-7-3-2, so he
won the seven with the eight and
shifted to the jack of clubs. There

L.
ACROSS
1 TV's favorite

GARFEELD
NATURE le A FASCINATING'
AND WONDROU6 THING.
ISN'T IT, GrARFIELP?

7*a1- -mr.rico kletif

11

MALLARD FILLMORE

fal. Mew

tli Nwet. tkoopvis if
(smile ioo Copwriv:fiftiziAL..
Wi2ilit4

PEANUTS

LOOK AT ALL
THE PEOPLE I
AAA TO SEND,
CHRISTMAS
CARDS TO!

•

been appointed chairman of
Purchase Area Sub-Committee on
Historical Preservation.
The Kentucky Lake Cemetery
Relocation Project, a 350-page
book by Judith Ann Maupin, has
recently been published after
months of research by the author.
Jackie Vaughn, Stanley Hale,
Kenneth Cossey, Mark Paschall,
Danny Morton, Mike Nance,
Gary Ward, Robin Hornsby, Reed
Hornsby, Ricky Hornsby, Ray
Hornsby, and Ricky Lowe are
pictured with deer taken while
hunting.
Thirty years ago
One sucker tobacco sales will
be held in Murray on Dec. 14, 17
and 21, according to Holmes
Ellis, general manager of Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
Sgt. Joe M. Knight, son of
Mrs. Eunie Knight and brother of
Mrs. Brooks Moody of Murray, is
serving in Vietnam.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William T. Futrell.
Mrs. R.E. Beddoe, retired missionary to China, spoke on "The

TODAY IN HISTORY

DAGWOOD!

OU OvEASLEPV
YOuR CARPOOL'S
HERE!

PEOPLE KEEP TALKING
ABOUT OfENING MORE
WILDERNESS FOR
DEVELOPMENT

11

LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT

rii014 COULD
I HAVE
EATEN 50
MUCH'?
LOOK AT ME!

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1995

vart itiiNKRP mitv if I fistPC.74
fool clialroS,
Of itt 56916011,

redhead
5 Onassis
nickname .
8 Keep — on
(watch every
move)
12 — Bagnold
13 TV's Bobby
Simone, for
one -(abbr.)
14 Tropical tree
15 Total
16 Beach hills
18 TV news
source
19 Neon symbol
20 Actor's part
21 60 mins.
23 Marlo's dad
24 Singer John
or Bonnie
26 Secures a
boat
28 Bette —
29 Gold (6p.)
30 Uncle
(Scottish),
32 Ares' sister
33 Sandwich
order (abbr.)
34 Bikini tops

was now no escape for declarer, who
had to lose two diamonds, a spade,
and a club to go down one.
But at two tables, the contract
was made by a pair ofshrewd declarers — Dr. Edward Frischauer and
Meyer Schleifer,both prominent Los
Angeles Life Masters. They diagnosed the opening lead as a singleton, and put this knowledge to work
to bring home the contract.
They ducked the diamond in
dummy and, when East played the
eight, they also ducked in their own
hands! This play subjected them to
two diamond losers, just as at the
other tables, but there was a big
difference. The contract now could
not be stopped.
West could do no better than lead
a trump. South drew trumps and
then played the ace and another
diamond. East returned a club, but
declarer took the ace, cashed
dummy's diamonds, discarding a
club, and then conceded the ace of
spades, making four.
Observe that it would not have
helped the Easts at these two tables
to overtake the ten of diamonds because South would then win the
trick and hold himself to one diamond loser.
The diamond duck in dummy at
trick one is clearly indicated — provided declarer thinks of it. Either
West's lead is a singleton, or is from
the 10-8 doublethp. The duck is effective in either case.

OSSWORDS:
35 "I — —

Camera"
36 Charge
37 Inebriated
38 African river
40 Ponce de —
41 — once
(now)
43 — Day
44 Business
letter word
45 "—, God"
47 Which
person?
49 Rare gas
51 Japanese
apricot
52 "Shane"
actor
54 Container
55 Israeli airline
(2 wds.)
56 Stalk
57 Harvest
goddess
58 Robin
Williams
movie role
DOWN
1 "— On Me"
2 Hollow below
shoulder
3 El —

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MODA MAO
INAMMOU MUM
UROPO MO

A

WIEN MOOD AMU
MAIM ENRON OU
ppooP momoupil
MROD mom
(01110111AICIF3 A IMOD

AOROM OM A
MOMOM DM A
MAN DIAM°E1 0
MUM APOMIAM
MMADO DIAMMA
11-27 ID 1995 United Feature Syndicate
WA

4 Three ft.
5 Grown-up
6 Russo of "Get
Shorty"
7 Brooklyn
ending
8 Tellurium
symbol
9 *2 button on
the phone
10 Slave
11 Dispatched

MOM MEM MEM.
MEMO MEM MINIM
MEM EMMEN MEM
ME MEM Mil ME
MEM= MUM
WM= MEM MEM
MOM MEM ME=
MEM MO MIME
NM= WM=
MN MN MEM Md
NNW WWII= ME
MEd MOM ME=
MM. IMO WM=

16 Specks
17 Word for a
pest
20 Jacob A. —
22 O'Neal ID
25 Having to do
with birds
26 "A•Team" star
27 Summer TV
fare
28 Goddess
(Latin)
29 Corrida cheer
31 Native North
American
(abbr.)
33 The — Gees
34 Kinsmen
(abbr.)
36 Contract (a
muscle)
37 Laura or
Bruce
39 Roman four
40 Detroit —
41 Hole makers
in leather
42'Who's —
Girl?"
44 Crackle
45 Shard of "Dr.
Zhivago"
46 Beatles film
48 Lyric poem
50 Author
Umberto —
51 Gums
53 Martin ID
55 For example
(abbr.)

Open Door" at a meeting of
Woman's Missionary Society of
First Baptist Church. She v.as
introduced by Mrs. Ragon
McDaniel.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Speight
and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell King
have returned home after a business trip to Naples, Fla.
Forty years ago
Calloway Count!, Soil
Improvement Association v.a,.
broken into the night of Nos
and approximately S900 V. a
taken from the safe, according to
Calloway County Sheriff Brigham Futrell.
Shirley Geurin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Geurin, has
been chosen by Murray Chamber
of Commerce to represent Murra!,
in the Maid of Cotton Contest at
Memphis, Tenn. She is drum
major for the Murray State Col
lege Marching Band.
Forrest Riddle is the nest man,
ager of the local office of Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Mrs. Perry Cavitt and Mrs.
Olin Moore presented a lesson on
"Clean House the Modern Way"
at a meeting of South Murray
Homemakers Club at the home of
Mrs. 011ie Brown.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABM', lake so roam,ii
ers. I never thought hl he 1% 111
Dear Abby letter.
My
I6-year-old

Michelle, has acute
leukemia. Like too main, other clof
dren, she is in neiql of a bone mar
row transplant. Iler doctor lias said
she ca[unit
rVI \
111110',
- -11 , •
receives a transplant with in. He.:
for my daughter: the percciit,:,:care not in her favor
There :ire 1.7 million W4 Mdcl
people Will) are regisn.n ,d potent i,11
donors with the National lion* ,
row Bank. None of them has
marrow that matches Michell, What makes lour daogInci• -ditter
cut- isn't that she has lciiken
isitbecauselammthel
Hall of Fame. Michellifind
the -needle in the ha -tack
because I am African Amerk an and
her mother is Caucasian
People with African aticc,in,
other ethnic minorities irt. lull - t
represented in donor po,.1- TI,i
largest percenta4e d donorCaucasian, follow oqi
American. Latino. Asian And.
ly, a donor w ith mixed hiack and
white blood type-. Th4, ol d% (1,01,.!
who can give the gift of litc
Michelle and others likcIn.
person IS or (older it ml \i

m141

speeificall•

Caucasian.
Ourprayere,thaltn,---of our daughter's necd. .t iii Ii
need of' so many others. will owl
vate people to act14 n Vi;4• hoio",
readers will step Forward Ho ,
process is quite easy' and \ irtu.t11\
painless. Donors share (JO\
soi.di
portion of hone marriiw. and thi ,
body soon replaces it. A ,1011,11 blood test can determi
l\ 11#1
someone is :I Candid:It
n hclp
Michelle and others like her
Abby, we believe 1% It h ti I, 'technology and your wide re:idei
ship, we can surely find that need',
in a haystack. Time is short. The
needle must be found today.
Not only for our daughter-. but
for all the children and adults in
this country like her, my wife and I
urge your readers to call l
I-62;
7692 to start saving lives today
before its too late.
ROI)AND MARILYNN CAR FAV

DEAR ROD AND MAUILYNN: My readers are the most
caring and generous in the
world, and I know they join me
in praying for your daughter's
recovery. Please, readers, call
the number for the National
Bone Marrow Bank — 1 -500MARROW 2 — and obtain information on becoming a donor.

DEAR ABBY: I went to a coffee
shop and sat at the counter to read
my paper. I order(ql a cup of cotli4..
When I was read
mate.Ii
I di'.
covered that I had only enough
money to pay for' the coffee
:ind
none for a tip.
I didn't want the fOod SIT% IT ill
think I was a tightwad. so I took :i5
cents from the tip left by the man
who had been sitting next to my I
put it near my saucer as my• lip.
I feel somewhat guilty fir doing
that. Was it wrong.' And if so. ‘k hat
can I do about it now?
A READER IN ()RE( ;(

DEAR READER: Yes, it was
wrong. Go back to the coffee
shop and either less up — or
order another cup of coffee and
double your tip.
* * *

To order "How to Write letters for All
Occasions." send a business.sized. selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 10.96 (114.50 in Canada( to:['ear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054-0447.(Postage is
included.,
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Deaths
Mrs. Annie Virginia Johnson
Mrs. Annie Virginia Johnson, 91, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 25,
1995, at 12:15 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
A member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, she was co-founder
of former Johnson's Grocery, Murray, in 1942.
She was married Dec. 10, 1923, to Jesse C. Johnson, who died Aug.
27, 1968. Born July 10, 1904, at Pine Bluff, she was the daughter of
the late Joseph Franklin Thurman and Rosa Gertrude Hamlin Thurman. One daughter also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one son, Charles N. Johnson, Murray; one
brother, Maurice Thurman and husband, Jane, Rt. 8, Murray; three
grandchildren, Nick Johnson, Adams, Tenn., Bonnie Houk, Murray,
and Susan Roney, Kailua, Hawaii; seven great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Miss Patricia Ann Cobb
Miss Patricia Ann Cobb, 54, formerly of Farmington, died Saturday, Nov. 25, 1995, at 2:52 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Burnett's Chapel United Methodist Church.
She was the daughter of the late A.B. Cobb and Roberta Jetton Cobb.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Margaret Cobb McCuan, Farmington; five nieces, Mrs. Judith Walker and husband, Danny, and
Mrs. Shirley Wilkerson and husband, Ricky, all of Lynn Grove, and
Mrs. Martha Kough and husband, Johnny, Mrs. Jennifer Duncan and
husband, Mike, and Mrs. Johnna Smith and husband, John, all of
Farmington.
Graveside rites were today at 11 a.m. at Mayfield Memory Gardens.
The Rev. Bob Dotson officiated. Pallbearers were Danny Walker,
Johnny Kough, Ricky Wilkerson, Mike Duncan and John Smith. Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Burnett's Chapel United
Methodist Church, Sunday School Building Fund, 20 Burnett's Chapel
Rd., Highway 97 East, Sedalia, KY 42079.

Mrs. Sarah Byrd Ross
Mrs. Sarah Magdalene Byrd Ross, 81, Rt. 2, Murray, died Sunday,
Nov. 26, 1995, at 4 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Ada Sue Roberts, Murray,
and Mrs. Lorna Morgan, Benton; one son, William Harmon Ross Jr.,
Toronto, Ontario; three sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth Haynes, Clinton, Mrs.
Rachelle Howell, Fulton, and Mrs. Esther Davie, Hickman; two
brothers, William Byrd Sr., Paducah, and Robert Byrd, Benton;
brother-in-law, John I. Ross, Murray; nine grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren; three stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Burial will follow in North Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 3 to 9 p.m. Wednesday.

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Service Nov. 21, 1095
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act.. FA 350 Barrows &
Gilts no comparison Sows no comparison
B30-50-40.041
US 1-2 230-250 lbs.S.34.30-39.110
LS 1-2 211-231 lbs.5)0.00-39.50
US 2-3 230-260
531.011-39.00
US 14 260-270

Sows
US 1-2 211-350 lbs.US 1-3 340-400 lbs.US 1-3 400-525 lbs.US 1.3 525 & up lb.._
US 2.3 300-500 lbs.--Boars S22.51423.00

Dr. Edwin Larson

Robert Glen Morrison

522.110-231.041
5211.011-20.141
520.00-31.011
533.01040
5244427.00

Robert Glen Morrison, 56, RL 3, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 26,
1995, at 1:45 p.m. (Set accident story on page 1).
He was a truck driver for Calloway County Road Department. Born
Sept. 25, 1939, he was the son of the late Ernest Morrison and Lila
Turner Morrison. One sister, Mildred Rogers, also preceded him in
death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Norma Anderson and husband, Randy, Benton, and Mrs. Crystal Broach, Murray; two sons,
Robert Franklin Morrison, RL 3, Murray, and Timothy Dale Morrison,
Murray; four sisters, Mrs. Gracie Cashion and Ms. Doris Morrison,
Murray, and Mrs. Mae Ellis and Mrs. LaWanda Cashion, Tennessee;
five brothers, Phillip Morrison and wife, Linda, and James Morrison
and wife, Patricia, Murray, Hoy Morrison and wife, Dorothy, Illinois,
Charlie Morrison and wife, Joan, Staufton, Ill., and William Morrison
and wife, Edna, Laverne, Tenn.; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Paul Bogard will officiate. Burial will
follow in New Jenny Ridge Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Alves Buron (Hap) Cathey
Alves Buron (Hap) Cathey, 87, Paris, Tenn., died Saturday, Nov.
25, 1995, at 11 p.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
He was owner and distributor of Pella Windows from 1940 until his
retirement in 1986. The oldest living distributor of Pella Windows, he
also had stores in Iowa, Illinois and Kentucky. He was a member of
West Fork Baptist Church in Calloway County and of Paris Elks
Lodge #816.
His wife, Mrs. Virginia Minor Cathey, died in 1972. Born Aug. 14,
1908, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late James Herman
Cathey and Addie Mae Johnson Cathey. One sister, Mrs. Lore11
Stokes, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one son, Bob Cathey and wife, Linda, and one
sister, Mrs. Ola Mae Harrell and husband, Ed, all of Paris; one
brother, James Norvis Cathey, Paducah; two granddaughters, Annette
Turner, Paducah, and Amy Hannah, Martin, Tenn.; three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Mortiicians, Paris. The Rev. Jerry Massey and the Rev.
Charles Orr will officiate. Burial will follow in West Fork Cemetery
in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Monday) and after 9 a.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Elks State Benevolent
Trust, c/o Paris Lodge 816, Paris, Tenn., or to the American Heart
Association.

Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox
Graveside services for Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox will be today at 2 p.m.
at Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield. Friends will eulogize. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Dr. Wilcox, Murray, died Friday, Nov. 24, 1995, at 12:43 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A member of the Church of Christ, he was a self-employed Educational Consultant. He earned his B.S. and M.S. degrees at Wayne
State University, Detroit, Mich., and his Ph.D. at University of Southern California. He was the son of the late Tipton C. Wilcox and Helen
Canter Wilcox.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Stephens Wilcox; one son,
Timothy G. Wilcox, Los Angeles, Calif.; one sister, Mrs. Fransuelle
Cole and husband, Loal, Murray; two nephews, Kevin L. Cole,
Guatemala City, Guatemala, and Glenn A. Cole, Fulton.

Dr. Edwin Larson, Nashville, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died
Saturday, Nov. 25, 1995, at Nashville.
A graduate of the University of Alababma, he received his Master's
and Ph.D. from Vanderbilt University, Nashville. He was a retired
professor whose career included 13 years at Murray State University.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eleanor Turpin Larson; three
daughters, Mrs. Diane Sykes, Lowell, Ind., and Freya Larson and
Celia Larson, Nashville; three sons, Dr. Edwin Larson, Cincinnati,
Ohio, John Larson, Kingston Springs, Tenn., and Richard Larson,
Jackson, Mo.; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Fedorka, Jamestown, N.Y.,
Mrs. Maxine Drake, New York, N.Y., and Mrs. Franny Peterson,
Bradenton, Fla.; 13 grandchildren.
Funeral rites were today at 9:30 a.m. in the chapel of Marshall Donnelly Combs Funeral Home, Nashville.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main St., Murray, KY 42071.

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

Dow Josses Ind. Avg.....-+ 24.20
DJIA Previous Close.....-3048.84 Prices as of 9 a.m.
Al, Products..........,..,.... 57% unc
+ 1/s
)4 A T & T...................... 651/4 + 1/4 K U Energy.................. 291/2 • 1/4
Bell South
+ 'Is Kroger ..........................333/s + 1/4
Lsj Briggs & Stratton........ 403/4 - 1/4
LG&
unc
Bristol Myers Squibb....71/4 + 3/s Mattel .....-.-....-....-....293/4+ 3/4
CBT Corp. Ky.•.....21 B 217/s A McDonalds...-.-..............44 + 3/.
Chryster..-.----.-.-...511/: • 3/4 Merck ...-....-.-.---...583/s - Dean
J.C. Penney.....--..........473/8 + 3/4
Exxon..................•,753/ + 1/s Peoples First*.........-22 B 23 A
Ford
+ 'Is Quaker Oats-..........._.„343/1 •
000 General Electric ................66 unc Schering-Plough...........-...57 + 3/s
General Motors.............493/s • 1/4 Sears..............................393/s + %
Goodrich...........-... 703/s + 1/2 Texaco-.--..............._....713/4 +
Goodyear
3/4 + 1/4 Time Warner................... 40 + 1/2
IB
+ 7/s
327/s + 1/a
Ingersoll Rand..........--373/s + 1/1
+ 1/s
^ •Hallard Lyons Is a market maker In this stock.
UNC-once unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HILUAkD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
14.11tard, W I

I .11,

•K

•

\%err-her `s.`eV

acni

t fl
ZrCARPET & FLOOR COVERING)Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet! Without proper installation, your carpet Of
other floor covering will not look as beautiful and certainly will not last as long.
We sell all 1st quality carpet, vinyl, tile and hardwood.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

30

•

Yrs. Experience

753-7728

Hwy. 641 - 1 1/2 Miles South of Murray to Tom Taylor

Tom Taylor Rd
0
Knight's

Road, Right 1500

yards.

SUBSCRIBE

Retirement Center

••••

Hickory Woods Retirement Center will be located on 71/2 wooded acres off
Utterback Road directly behind Seven Seas Restaurant.It will offer the best
in Senior Living on a monthly rental basis. Seniors will enjoy the security &
privacy oftheir own apartment with a full calendar of activities planned for
their pleasure. Services will include 3 meals per day, 24-hour emergency
call system, housekeeping,flat linen service and scheduled transportation.
For those who may benefit, assistance with personal care and medication
reminders and personal laundry service will also be provided.
For more information call
Katherine Morris, Marketing Director

502-753-5339

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center
Visit Our Marketing Office At 1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass, Murray, KY

(L to R): Dustin Adams, Rodney Adams, Tina Adams, Dillon Adams (front) Regina West, Kim West and Tommy West enjoy making their holiday
selections together at Corn-Austin.
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